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Welcome 

 

Welcome to the 269
th

 edition of BC Disease News.  

 

In this issue, we report that 51 cabin crew and pilots have commenced 'aerotoxic 

syndrome' claims against their airline employers. 

 

We also provide updates on transatlantic product litigation involving talcum 

powder and glyphosate herbicide, both of which have been linked to cancer 

onset. 

 

Elsewhere, we share the opinions of the Association of Costs Lawyers (ACL) and 

the Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) on the Government's proposed 

extension of the current fixed recoverable costs regime. 

 

Any comments or feedback can be sent to Boris Cetnik or Charlotte Owen. 

 

As always, warmest regards to all. 

 

 

 

SUBJECTS 

 

Soldier and Q Fever – Aerotoxic Claims Against Airlines – Glyphosate Herbicide 

and Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma – Johnson & Johnson Talc and Mesothelioma – Fire 

Service Racist Harassment Claims – Bringing Identical Proceedings After Strike-

Out – Late Witness Evidence and Relief From Sanctions – Success Fees and 

‘Informed Consent’  - Legal Industry Reaction to Fixed Recoverable Costs 

Consultation – No Time To Lose Report on Asbestos Regulation Breaches. 
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MoD Successfully Defends Military Q Fever Claim 

 

In edition 259 of BC Disease News (here), we reported that a military Q fever claim, brought 

by 34-year-old former soldier, Wayne Bass, had reached the Central London County Court 

for a 5-day trial. 

 

It was believed that this was ‘the first case ... [to ask] ... whether the MoD had a duty to 

protect soldiers against this known risk of Q fever ... and what steps it ought to have taken 

to protect them’. 

 

This week, we report that Mr Bass failed to establish that the Ministry of Defence (MoD) had 

been negligent.
1

 

 

Q fever is caused by exposure to Coxiella burnetii bacteria, a pathogen that is present in 

southern Afghanistan – like malaria, Q fever therefore falls under the ‘Helmand fever’  

umbrella. Coxiella burnetii typically infects farm animals. As a result, human transmission 

usually occurs by way of contaminated dust inhalation, e.g. emanating from faecal matter.  

 

Figure: Magnified Animal Cell Vacuole Infected with Coxiella Burnetti Bacteria 

 

 

(Source: Wikimedia Commons - Edited by BC Legal) 

 

During his 2011 tour of duty in Helmand Province, the ex-2
nd

 Battalion Private alleged that 

he ‘was constantly having to dive into ditches on the ground where farm animals had been’. 

 

Shortly after repatriating to the UK, he experienced flu-like symptoms, a common symptom 

of Q fever, and was diagnosed with the condition by an army medic. After a course of 

intravenous antibiotics failed, his condition subsequently developed into Q fever chronic 

fatigue syndrome (CFS) and in 2014, he was discharged from military duty.  

 

Mr. Bass also suffers with breathlessness, aches, nerve pain, anxiety, night terrors, depression 

and aggravated post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). 

Before he was deployed in Afghanistan, 

soldiers were not briefed on ‘Helmand 

fevers’, as an occupational health risk, but 

they were provided with anti-malarial 

tablets – these were not doxycycline tablets 

(an alternative chemoprophylaxis), which 

could have helped to prevent the ex-

soldier’s Q fever infection, claimant counsel 

argued. 

 

By contrast, the MoD defended the claim 

on the basis of Joint Committee on 

Vaccination and Immunisation advice, 

‘which does not recommend vaccination 

for Q Fever’. 

 

On Friday of last week, written County Court 

judgment was handed down by Her 

Honour Judge Boucher.   

 

She concluded that the MoD had not 

breached its duty of care, as the risk of Q 

fever was 'low'. The only way that the public 

body could have avoided exposing its 

troops to the risk of Q fever would have 

been to cease deploying troops to 

Afghanistan. Even though Mr. Bass had not 

been given doxycycline antibiotics, which 

are ‘effective in a treating dose’, it was 

wrong to automatically assume that 

doxycycline was ‘effective in a 

preventative dose’: 

 

‘It follows therefore that, irrespective of 

breach, that claimant cannot prove his 

case on causation’.
 2

 

 

Interestingly, the claim was also rejected on 

the basis that the Management of Health 

and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 did 

not apply extra-territorially, despite the fact 

that decisions relating to antimalarial 

provision were taken in the UK. There had 

been no common law breach, nor had 

there been a statutory breach of duty. 

 

Hilary Meredith Solicitors, the solicitors’ firm 

instructed on behalf of Mr. Bass, is currently 

considering whether to appeal the Central 

London County Court decision. 

 

We previously reported that there were 

‘other similar cases being prepared’. Will 

these claims befall a similar fate?  

 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/772-259-british-soldier-brings-q-fever-claim-against-the-mod
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More Than 50 Airline 

Employees Commence 

‘Aerotoxic Syndrome’ 

Claims 

 

Earlier this year (here), we reported that 

Unite, the trade union, had reiterated its call 

for a full public inquiry into so-called 

‘aerotoxic syndrome’, after a ‘fume event’  

occurred on British Airways (BA) flight 212 

from Boston to London Heathrow, in 

January 2019. 

 

Engineers completed ‘thorough checks’ of 

the grounded Boeing 747-400, which led 

company bosses to conclude that this 

specific ‘fume event’ was caused by 

residual de-icing chemical exposure. Of 

course, proponents of aerotoxicity believe 

that ‘fume events’ occur when the cabin is 

filled with toxic ‘bleed air’, which enters 

through unsealed jet engine systems. 

 

BC Legal has been monitoring ‘aerotoxic 

syndrome’ as an emerging risk for over 4 

years and, in anticipation of employers’  

liability and public liability (EL/PL) claims, we 

published our expansive collection of 

articles in edition 265 of BC Disease News 

(here). 

 

Last week, Unite confirmed that 4 pilots and 

47 cabin crew have initiated proceedings 

against 5 of the UK’s largest airlines: 

 EasyJet;  

 BA;  

 Thomas Cook; 

 Virgin Atlantic; and  

 Jet2.
3

 

 

80% of these claims affect BA, which has 

the largest fleet of aircraft of all UK airlines 

(see the table below). 

  

Unite has specified that ‘legal action’ has 

been ‘served’, though it is unclear whether 

this refers to service of the Letter of Claim or 

service of the Claim Form. Regardless, Unite 

has intimated that it could take ‘up to a 

year’ for the cases to be heard at trial, 

which infers that these ‘aerotoxic syndrome’  

claims will eventually litigate, if they have not already.
4

 

 

In support of the claimants’ legal action, Howard Beckett, Unite’s Assistant General Secretary 

for Legal Services, has stated that: 

 

‘Independent expert evidence concludes that air on board jet planes can contain a toxic 

mix of chemicals and compounds that potentially damage the nervous system and may 

lead to chronic irreversible health problems in susceptible individuals ... how many more 

must be put at risk before the airline industry cleans its act up?’
5

  

 

Reading between the lines, it is likely that the claimants will argue an association between 

long-term exposure to contaminants in ‘bleed air’, e.g. the organophosphate compound, 

tricresyl phosphate (TCP), and the onset of chronic irreversible neurological damage, i.e.  

symptoms of ‘aerotoxic syndrome’.  

 

Accordingly, aerotoxic claims will not focus on occupational exposure in Boeing’s 

‘Dreamliner’ (787-9 and 787-8) – a unique feature of this aircraft, as is evident from the table 

below, is that it boasts a ‘no-bleed’ electrical systems architecture.
 6

 This system was 

designed to: 

 Improve consumption and efficiency;  

 Reduce costs; 

 Enhance reliability; and 

 Extend range. 

 

Table: Airline Fleets Facing Aerotoxic Syndrome Claims  

 

 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/789-261-unite-issues-call-for-public-inquiry-into-aerotoxic-syndrome
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/media/A%20Collection%20of%20BC%20Disease%20News%20Articles%20on%20Aerotoxic%20Syndrome.pdf
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However, claimants may struggle to 

demonstrate causation on this basis for the 

following reasons. 

 

In edition 179 (here), we reported that the 

European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) 

had identified that cabin air quality on 

aeroplanes equipped with engine ‘bleed 

air’ systems was similar to (or better than) air 

quality in normal indoor environments  

(offices, schools, kindergartens or 

dwellings) and organophosphate 

concentration levels were well below the 

workplace exposure limit.
7

 What is more, in 

a finding that was contrary to expectation, 

Boeing ‘Dreamliner’ cabin air samples 

detected TCP, despite having no ‘bleed air’ 

system, implying that bleed air is not the 

only source of organophosphate exposure.  

 

In another EASA study, analysis of pyrolysed 

engine oil corroborated the presence of 

neuroactive products, but concentrations 

were so low that an intact lung barrier could 

protect against the risk of neuronal 

impairment.
8

 

 

Disagreement over a causative relationship 

between engine oil fumes and 

neurotoxicity was further intensified by more 

recent Manchester Metropolitan University 

research (reported here), which concluded 

that engine oil ‘does not appear to be the 

source of ooo-TCP [ortho-substituted 

tricresylphosphates]’, the harmful TCP 

isomer considered to be the predominant 

cause of ‘aerotoxic syndrome’. The 

researchers established that less harmful 

TCP isomers (contained in engine oil) are 

not converted into ooo-TCP when mixed 

with palladium catalysts (present in aircraft 

air conditioning units) in a process called 

transisomerisation. Hence, it was 

determined that ‘more focus should be 

placed on investigating other potential 

sources’ than engine oil. 

 

Unite’s decision to single out ‘bleed air’ 

systems and organophosphate-containing 

engine oil fume exposure as the underlying 

cause of airline employees’ personal 

injuries seems, in the face of scientific 

uncertainty, to be presumptuously 

premature. It will be interesting to see 

whether the ‘independent expert evidence’ 

it claims to have obtained is new supportive 

evidence, or merely an alternative 

interpretation of previously reviewed 

scientific research. 

 

In response to news of ‘aerotoxic claims’, 

EasyJet has expressed confidence in its 

operation of ‘one of the world’s most 

modern fleets’, with ‘fully compliant’ air 

quality and air-conditioning standards. 

While the company admitted that minor 

acute symptoms had been associated with 

‘one-off fume events’, it submitted that there 

is ‘no proof that long term health issues arise 

from cabin air quality’. BA reacted by citing 

the EASA study as evidence of ‘substantial 

research conducted over many years’, 

which shows that exposure to cabin air (it 

did not specify ‘bleed air’) does not cause 

long-term ill health.
9

 

 

Elsewhere, a spokesperson for Virgin 

Atlantic has assured that: 

 

‘As with all British airlines we operate to the 

strict regulations and standards set out by 

the UK CAA and the European Aviation 

Safety Agency’. 

 

All 3 airlines have guaranteed that the 

safety of their flight crews are their priority 

and maintained that any health concerns 

raised are taken seriously. Further, they 

certify that any aircraft posing a health and 

safety risk to passengers or crew would be 

non-operational. 

 

If the Government succumbs to Unite’s 

request for an open investigation, we may 

soon be in a better position to confirm or 

deny the benefits of ‘using different oils to 

lubricate jet engines, better monitoring of 

cabin air, installing air filters and 

manufacturing planes that bring 

compressed air straight from the 

atmosphere’. By consequence, we may 

also be in a better position to predict the 

success or failure of aerotoxic claims which, 

at present, would appear to have a strong 

defence. 

 

 

Bayer Ordered to Pay 

$81 Million in 2
nd

 

Herbicide-Cancer Trial 

Loss 

 

In 2015 in the US, 4.3 million people 

developed non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) 

and, with a 5-year relative survival rate of 

71%, 231,400 individuals died as a result of 

it. Analysts have calculated the total value 

of ongoing Roundup litigation to be more 

than $5 billion.
10

 

  

A fortnight ago (here), we reported that 

Edwin Hardeman,
11

 the 2
nd

 of 11,200 

claimants to argue that Monsanto-

produced herbicide is associated with NHL 

development, had convinced a San 

Franciscan jury that Roundup was a 

‘substantial factor’ in causing his cancer. 

 

The trial immediately proceeded to a 2
nd

 

phase, wherein Mr. Hardeman’s legal 

representatives adduced evidence to 

support the assertion that Monsanto had 

attempted to manipulate regulators, 

scientists, public officials and the general 

public about the historic safety concerns 

surrounding its products. 

 

Last week, District Judge Vince Chhabria 

delivered the jury verdict, which concluded 

that Roundup was defectively designed, 

that Monsanto failed to warn of the 

herbicide’s cancer risk and that the 

company acted negligently.
12

 

 

As such, Bayer, which acquired Monsanto 

for £63 million in June 2018, was ordered to 

pay Mr. Hardeman $80 million (£61 million) 

in damages. This was broken down into 

compensatory damages of $5.3 million, 

punitive damages of $75 million and 

medical expenses of $200,000.
13

 

 

The pharmaceutical giant has pledged to 

continue to ‘vigorously defend’ Roundup 

and intends to appeal the court ruling: 

 

‘We are disappointed with the jury’s 

decision, but this verdict does not change 

the weight of over four decades of 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/90-179-cabin-air-quality-studies-published
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/768-258-new-research-disputes-theory-on-aerotoxic-syndrome-phenomenon
file:///C:/Users/rjame/AppData/Local/Temp/Temp4_stuff%20(1).zip/The%20five%20firefighters%20had%20accused%20Essex%20Fire%20and%20Rescue%20of%20repeatedly%20ignoring%20reports%20of%20racist%20abuse%20and%20harassment%20and%20of%20failing%20to%20discipline%20the%20perpetrators
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extensive science and the conclusions of regulators worldwide that support the safety of our glyphosate-based herbicides and that they 

are not carcinogenic’.
14

 

 

Bayer AG’s share price continued to fall to a low of €59.98 on the day after the trial verdict.  

 

We previously discussed that a further decline below the €60 mark could leave the company vulnerable to a potential takeover or breakup. 

Over the past week, however, Bayer’s Frankfurt- listed stock has shown signs of recovery, as demonstrated by the graph below. Currently, 

a change of corporate structure would seem unlikely. 

 

 

(Source: Bloomberg) 

 

Johnson & Johnson Settles 3 Talc-Mesothelioma Claims Amid Trial Success 

 

In edition 267 of BC Disease News (here), we updated our readers on the latest court rul ing involving 1 of 13,000 product liability claims, 

which resulted in Terry Leavitt, a mesothelioma sufferer, obtaining an order for damages against Johnson and Johnson (J&J) in  excess of 

$29 million (£22 million).  

 

At the time, we also introduced the opening statements of a New Jersey trial, involving 58-year-old, Ricardo Rimondi, who attributed his 

condition to use of asbestos-containing talcum powder.
15

 

 

On Monday of last week, closing arguments were heard
16

 and 2 days later, the jury delivered its verdict, clearing J&J and its Baby Powder 

and Shower to Shower products of liability.
17

 

 

On the same day, it was reported that J&J had settled 3 ‘one off’ mesothelioma cases. 2 of these cases were mid-trial in Oklahoma (77-

year-old peritoneal mesothelioma victim)
18

 and California (36-year-old pleural mesothelioma victim)
19

 state courts, while the remaining 

case (41-year-old peritoneal mesothelioma victim with evidence of asbestos in her ovarian and fallopian tissue) was awaiting an April trial 

in New York
20

 state court.
21

  

 

Several days after the verdict, J&J’s share price reached its peak for the year-to-date ($139.88). However, since 29 April, the stock had 

decreased in value day-by-day: 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/831-267-29-million-award-for-johnson-johnson-talc-using-mesothelioma-victimhttps:/www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/798-263-talc-cancer-litigation-in-the-us-an-update
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(Source: Hargreaves Lansdown) 

 

In spite of J&J’s choice to settle multiple claims, the company cautioned that it does not ‘have any organised programme to settle Johnson’s 

Baby Powder cases, nor are we planning a settlement programme’. 
22

 

 

It plans to continue to ‘vigorously defend’ product safety on the basis of ‘decades of [supportive] clinical evidence and scientific studies 

by medical experts around the world’. 

 

However, at the end of March, a new scientific paper was published in the American Journal of Industrial Medicine, which concluded that 

talc products sold in Southeast Asia had tested positive for a specific type of asbestos amphibole and therefore pose a publi c health risk.
23

 

 

In an initial group of 5 talc products tested using polarizing light microscopy, transmis sion electron microscopy (TEM), electron diffraction, 

and X‐ray analysis, 1 was found to contain tremolite asbestos. Then, in a 2
nd

 group of 8 products tested, 6 detected the same asbestos 

contaminant. 

 

In this latest study, the mining source and location of talc deposits was unknown. However, if the analysed samples were foun d to have 

originated from the same sources that J&J use, it could make claims harder to defend.  

 

Successful s.33 Application and Pre-Trial Settlement in Fire Service 

Harassment Claims 

 

An official report (The Lucas Report), published in 2015, revealed that the Essex Fire and Rescue Service had recorded ‘dangerous and 

pervasive bullying and intimidation’ at every level. 

 

This week, we report that a group of 5 ethnic minority firefighters (4 men and 1 woman), some of whom have since left the Service, have 

been offered £125,000 (£20,000-£25,000 each) by Zurich (EL insurer) to compensate for psychiatric injuries sustained in the course of their 

employment.
24

  

 

Examples of ‘abuse, bullying and acts of harassment’ suffered during the early to mid-2000s, which the Service had ‘repeatedly chosen to 

ignore’, include: 

 Being asked to sit at the back of a fire truck to avoid ‘damaging house prices’ in the area; 

 Being called a ‘P***i’; 

 Being forced to clean bacon and sausages off a plate (the individual was a Muslim who could not eat pork); 

 Having a shift referred to as the ‘Benetton Watch’, where ethnic minority firefighters were often assigned; 

 Having a knife waved in the face; 

 Having boots slashed; 

 Being told that no ‘blacks or women’, or people of a certain ‘type’ were wanted in the service because they brought ‘trouble’; 

and 

 Finding that the roof of a personal vehicle had been cut off using specialist equipment.
25

 

http://www.essex-fire.gov.uk/_img/pics/pdf_1441197562.pdf
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(Source: Wikipedia) 

 

Despite having been commenced years 

after the relevant 3-year limitation period 

had elapsed, this group of personal injury 

claims was allowed to proceed following a 

successful application under s.33 of the 

Limitation Act 1980 at Cambridge County 

Court, before His Honour Judge Michael 

Yelton.
26

 

 

‘I acknowledge that there is some prejudice 

to the defendant however, the defendant 

has not tried very hard to investigate these 

claims fully. 

 

It is reasonable that the claimants did not 

want to put their heads above the parapet 

and face the possibility of losing their jobs. 

 

These cases do not depend wholly on what 

was said by X or Y but more on the fact that 

a culture within the fire service was allowed 

to exist and was not dealt with effectively by 

management. On consideration, these 

cases ought to be able to proceed. 

 

... these claims are not likely to fail’. 

 

Represented by DAC Beachcroft, Essex 

County Fire and Rescue Service 

condemned the historic behaviour as 

‘unacceptable’. A spokesperson for the 

service went on to state that it is: 

 

‘... committed to developing an inclusive 

culture, where everyone is supported to do 

their best, free from harm and 

inappropriate, unprofessional behaviour’. 

 

Nonetheless, Government statistics suggest 

that the number of attacks on firefighters  

have fluctuated since 2010/11. 738 

incidents were recorded in 2016/17, just 129 less than in 2010/11.
27

 

 

Bringing New Proceedings After Previous 

Proceedings Were Struck Out: Harbour Castle Ltd v 

David Wilson Homes Ltd [2019] EWCA Civ 505 

 

If a claimant commences proceedings, but the opposing party successfully strikes out its 

statement of case, what threshold must the claimant fulfil if it wishes to commence a 2
nd

, 

identical cause of action? 

 

 

 

This question was recently clarified by Lord Justice David Richards at the Court of Appeal, 

in the case of Harbour Castle Ltd v David Wilson Homes Ltd [2019] EWCA Civ 505. Here, the 

original proceedings constituted an ‘abuse of process’ and the defendant submitted that, 

on the basis that the present proceedings ‘sought to revive a claim that had already been 

advanced ...’ these also constituted an ‘abuse’, warranting strike out. 

 

As a rule of thumb, Richards LJ explained, at paragraph 9 of his judgment, that: 

 

‘Where, as in the present case, the question is whether to strike out a second set of 

proceedings raising the same issues as in the first, the authorities establish that a proper 

basis for finding the second action to be an abuse will be shown if (but this is not intended 

to be an exhaustive list) the first action was struck out for a deliberate failure to comply with 

a peremptory order or for inordinate and inexcusable delay in its prosecution or for a 

wholesale disregard of the rules’. 

 

Full text judgment can be accessed here. 

 

In last week’s edition of BC Disease News (here), we disseminated a BC Legal Claims 

Handling Guide on 10, common procedural irregularities that can form the basis of strike 

out applications to dispose of proceedings early. Such irregularities include claimants: 

1. Seeking extensions of time to serve the Claim Form; 

2. Failing to serve the Claim Form; 

3. Breaching Court Orders; 

4. Being Fundamentally Dishonest; 

5. Failing to respond to Part 18 requests or Part 35 replies; 

6. Conducting Part 8 proceedings incorrectly; 

https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2019/505.html
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/834-268-new-bc-legal-publication-guide-to-procedural-strike-outs
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7. Failing to restore a dissolved 

defendant; 

8. Failing to serve the Particulars of 

Claim; 

9. Pursuing the wrong defendant 

(including issues with TUPE 

transfers) and serving on an 

incorrect address; and 

10. Disappearing. 

 

Should an occupational disease claimant, 

or any personal injury claimant for that 

matter, try to revive a claim (within the 3 

year limitation period) that has already 

been struck out, defendants should apply 

to strike out new proceedings by 

demonstrating that the following conduct is 

‘abusive’, because: 

 Failure to comply with an unless 

order in the course of the 1
st

 action 

was ‘deliberate’. 

 Delay to the 1
st

 action was 

‘inordinate’ and ‘inexcusable’. 

 Breach of the civil procedure rules, 

practice directions and court 

orders constituted a ‘wholesale 

disregard’. 

 

Click here to access our Guide to 

Procedural Strike Outs. 

 

Court Directions – Filing 

‘Any’ Reply Evidence 

Akin to Filing ‘Some’ 

Evidence? SRI 

Lalithambika Foods Ltd, 

R (On the Application 

Of) v Secretary of State 

for the Home 

Department [2019] 

EWHC 761 (Admin) 

 

Following on from last week’s article (here) 

on late filing of an appellant’s notice and 

relief from sanctions, this week, we report on 

the case of SRI Lalithambika Foods Ltd, R 

(On the Application Of) v Secretary of State 

for the Home Department [2019] EWHC 761 

(Admin), in which the High Court considered 

whether a claimant should be permitted to 

adduce witness evidence after the date 

expressly stated in a Court Order. 

 

4 weeks before trial, in a matter regarding 

the suspension and revocation of a 

sponsorship license, Mrs Justice Cockerill 

DBE gave directions, including the following 

Order: 

 

‘The time for the Claimant to file and serve 

any evidence in reply is extended to 4 pm 

on Friday 11 January 2019. If the Claimant 

fails to strictly comply with this direction, the 

Claimant will be barred from filing such 

reply evidence or any further evidence in 

this case’. 

 

Nevertheless, 4 days after the deadline, the 

Claimant belatedly admitted 3 witness 

statements.  

 

The claimant argued that, since it had 

served a witness statement on 11 January 

2019, ‘some’ (25%) of the evidence had 

been filed within the terms of the deadline. 

As such, the Order had not been breached 

and it was open to admit further evidence 

after the deadline had passed. 

 

Mr. Charles Bourne QC disagreed with this 

analysis, however. He interpreted, at 

paragraphs 17 and 18 of his judgment, 

that: 

  

‘The phrase "any evidence in reply" in the 

order showed two things. First, the Claimant 

was not obliged to file further evidence and 

could choose whether or not to do so 

without being in breach of the order. 

Second, if the Claimant did elect to file 

reply evidence, then the deadline of 11 

January would apply to any reply 

evidence’. 

 

The effect of that order, therefore, was that 

the Claimant could not rely on any 

evidence filed after 11 January 2019, or at 

least it could not do so unless, despite the 

terms of Cockerill J's order, the Court was 

persuaded to make a further order 

permitting such reliance ’. 

 

Irrespective of this interpretation, the 

claimant asked the judge to assess whether 

it should be granted relief from sanctions. 

Applying the 3-stage test, established in 

Denton v TH Whi te Ltd  [2014] EWCA Civ 

906, Mr Bourne QC reached his conclusion 

at paragraphs 20 to 23: 

 

‘the breach ... was at least significant, 

though not the most serious of its kind. It had 

an impact on the rest of the timetable 

because the Claimant's skeleton argument 

was due on 14 January 2019. It occurred 

some 18 months into the l i fetime of the 

claim ... and some seven months after the 

original trial date. It effectively ignored the 

urgency which Cockerill J had sought to 

express in the terms of her order. 

 

‘... the evidence was served late because 

of a change of strategy after a conference 

which followed a change of counsel ... This 

was not an instance of new evidence being 

necessitated by some unforeseen turn of 

events. So although there was a concrete 

reason for the late service, it was not a 

meri torious reason ... the Claimant did not 

make any formal application for more time 

and did not file any evidence to support a 

request for more time. 

 

... it is necessary to consider all of the 

circumstances. In order to do this I have 

read the late witness statements de bene 

esse [for what it’s worth]. In my judgment ... 

nei ther admitting nor excluding these 

s tatements would have a fundamental 

effect on the Court's ability to do justice in 

the case. 

 

For that reason the decision to admit or 

exclude the statements is less important 

than it otherwise would have been. 

Nevertheless my decision is that the 

s tatements should not be admitted. 

Cockerill J made it entirely clear that, at a 

late stage of this long running case, this was 

the very last opportunity to file evidence. 

Failure to meet such a deadline is highly 

l i kely to prevent or obstruct the efficient 

conduct of litigation. In the circumstances 

there is no sufficiently good reason to grant 

a further extension of that deadline’. 

 

Accordingly, the Judge refused to allow the 

appeal against the Order refusing to admit 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/media/Strike%20Out%20Guide%202019.pdf
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/836-268-relief-from-sanctions-for-belatedly-filing-an-appeal-notice-adetoye-v-the-solicitors-regulation-authority-2019-ewhc-707-admin
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late witness evidence and this refusal was 

comfortably within the Court's discretion. 

 

Full text judgment can be accessed here. 

 

Post-LASPO Success Fee 

Still Requires Risk 

Assessment: Herbert v 

HH Law [2019] EWCA 

Civ 527  

 

At the Court of Appeal this week, a claimant 

successfully challenged the ‘routine’ 

charge of a 100% success fee, in Herbert v 

HH Law [2019] EWCA Civ 527.
28

 

 

The case regarded a post-Legal Aid, 

Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders  

Act (LASPO) 2012 road-traffic accident (RTA) 

claim, which settled for £3,400. 

 

The claimant’s solicitors (the defendant) 

sought to recover a £830 success fee, as 

the conditional fee agreement (CFA) 

provided for a 100% fee capped at 25% of 

damages. 

 

However, new solicitors were instructed to 

conduct an assessment of the success fee, 

under the Solicitors Act, on the basis that the 

100% fee was an inaccurate reflection of 

the risk of pursuing such a ‘straightforward’ 

claim. 

 

Should the success fee have been more 

modest? 

 

The defendant submitted that post-LASPO, it 

was presumed unnecessary for firms to 

individually risk assess claims to generate 

bespoke success fees, as the claimant was 

protected by the 25% cap. It further relied 

on the wording of CPR 46.9(3)(a) and (b). 

 

 

 

On appeal, the Master of the Rolls, Sir Terence Etherton, upheld the 1
st

 and 2
nd

 instance 

decisions to rebut this presumption and reduced the success fee to 15%. 

 

The Court reasoned that the wording of CPR 46.9(4) prioritises risk as a primary factor on 

assessment of the uplift payable to a claimant solicitor: 

 

‘... it was envisaged that a success fee would be related to risk’. 

 

 

 

Accepting the importance of conducting a risk assessment, both parties agreed that it was 

necessary for clients to ‘approve’ the success fee after having been given a ‘full and fair 

explanation’. The burden of proving that this level of ‘informed consent’ had been satisfied 

was placed on the defendant.  

 

The fact that other claimant firms had applied the same CFA models did not allow the 

defendant to discharge its burden of authenticating ‘informed consent’: 

 

‘I do not consider that either HH’s justification for its charging model or the 25% cap answer 

the point that in this country, in the context of a conditional fee agreement, the amount of 

a success fee is traditionally related to litigation risk, as reasonably perceived by the solicitor 

or counsel at the time the agreement was made. Across the broad range of litigation, it 

would be unusual for it not to be. It continues to be the case in those limited areas, such as 

publication and privacy proceedings and mesothelioma claims, where success fees are 

still recoverable from the losing party’ [paragraph 53]. 

 

Full text judgment can be accessed here. 

 

What does this decision mean for claimant solicitors? 

 

Defendant counsel, PJ Kirby QC and Robin Dunne, of Hardwicke Chambers, believe that 

the consequences of Herbert will be ‘profound’: 

 

‘Since LASPO, many firms have used the same model as HH Law in modest claims where 

the individual risk was low.  Unless (which is unlikely) they have advised their client when 

the CFA was signed that the success fee was not set on the basis of the risks of the case, 

the client will be able to reduce the success fee on a Solicitors Act assessment. 

 

There are likely to be huge numbers of clients who have the ability to do so, even if they 

have to rely on special circumstances’.
29

 

https://www.bailii.org/cgi-bin/format.cgi?doc=/ew/cases/EWHC/Admin/2019/761.html&query=(denton)#disp1
https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2019/527.html
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Moving forward, claimant solicitors will 

need to make sure that ‘informed consent’ 

is provided before seeking to recover 

success fees. They could move away from 

more ‘straightforward’ claims, in order to 

increase the risk of claims handling, 

warranting higher percentage uplift. 

 

If there is, as forecasted, an upsurge of 

Herbert-esque claims, this could be 

financially damaging to claimant personal 

injury (PI) firms, especially those with an RTA-

focus, given the squeezing influence of 

looming Civil Liability Act reforms.  

 

Firms may have to cut their marketing 

spend in order to save costs. 

 

Legal Industry Reacts to 

the Government’s Fixed 

Recoverable Costs 

Consultation  

 

In an article published last week (here), we 

revealed that the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) 

had opened a 2-month consultation into 

extending the fixed costs regime to include 

all fast track claims (including a separate 

NIHL regime) and so-called ‘intermediate 

cases’. 

 

To read Extending Fixed Recoverable Costs 

in Civil Cases: Implementing Sir Rupert 

Jackson’s proposals, click here. 

 

This week, members of the legal industry 

have spoken out on the implications of the 

consultation proposals.  

 

The Association of Costs Lawyers (ACL) is 

one such party. A spokesperson has 

criticised the Government for endorsing 

fixed costs figures that are ‘nearly two years 

out of date ... based on just one law firm’s 

sample of cases’ and it considers that a 

‘much more rigorous statistical base’ is 

required if the MoJ plans to roll out an 

extended matrix of fixed costs. Since 

‘nobody else supplied figures to Sir Rupert 

Jackson’, the Association fears that ‘apathy’ 

may obstruct the necessary commitment to 

‘regularly reviewing and updating’ the regime in future.
30

 

 

Elsewhere, Brett Dixon, President of the Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) has 

highlighted that the Government should be incentivising how best to ‘control’ costs, rather 

than how to ‘limit’ recoverable costs: 

 

‘Efficiencies in process and procedure are important. Fixing recoverable costs does not 

mean fixing actual costs’. 

 

However, the MoJ’s impact assessment (here), accompanying the consultation, discussed 

that the reforms ‘should be associated with improved economic efficiency’.
31

  

 

Adopting a Darwinian approach to fixed recoverable costs, the MoJ explained that the 

calculated figures at each stage of proceedings ‘reflect the amount of work which an 

efficient and effective provider would undertake’. The insinuation here, therefore, is that 

claimant firms that are unwilling to take on cases governed by extended fixed costs will be 

‘inefficient’ and/or ‘ineffective’. 

 

Overall, the MoJ considers that implementing Sir Rupert Jackson’s proposals will have a 

positive impact. It estimates that there is an opportunity for solicitors to take on more cases 

(at least 17,000 fast-track cases and 11,000 ‘intermediate cases’ annually). 

 

However, the institution also predicts that the revised scheme may result in an ‘overall net 

reduction in legal fees’, meaning a reduced income per case: 

 

‘It is unclear to what extent claimant lawyers might be able to identify at the outset which 

individual claims might be cheaper to process’. 

 

In edition 202 of BC Disease News (here), we compared current defence spend in NIHL 

claims against defence spend under the proposed fixed fee scheme (assuming 80% of 

claims were paid and 20% repudiated under the new scheme) and found that defendants 

were better off under current handling with a repudiation rate of 50% and above. 

 

 

 

Even though settlements may be reached more quickly in fixed costs claims, there is a risk 

that settled case numbers might fall if claimant sol icitors are forced to ‘reduce the time and 

resource they spend on cases’ to counteract the effects of reduced income. Of course, 

much will ‘depend upon the behaviour of defendants in such settlement negotiations’ , but 

the MoJ foresees that legal costs saving could lead to an influx of professional negligence 

proceedings, in which unsatisfied claimants challenge claim outcomes. If so, claimant firms 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/837-268-moj-opens-fixed-recoverable-costs-consultation
https://consult.justice.gov.uk/digital-communications/fixed-recoverable-costs-consultation/supporting_documents/fixedrecoverablecostsconsultationpaper.pdf
https://consult.justice.gov.uk/digital-communications/fixed-recoverable-costs-consultation/supporting_documents/impactassessmentfixedrecoverablecostsconsultation.pdf
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/262-202-the-new-nihl-fixed-scheme-will-it-save-you-money.html
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and professional indemnity insurers will 

welcome the Supreme Court’s recent ruling 

in Perry v Raleys Solicitors [2019] UKSC 5 

(reported here). 

 

In respect of the claimant industry, the 

impact assessment concludes that small 

firms may struggle to compete with larger 

ones, while new and existing providers may 

expand to meet demand. 

 

No Time To Lose Report 

on Breaches of Asbestos 

Regulations 

 

Presently, at least 5,000 deaths every year 

in Britain can be linked to asbestos 

exposure, despite having been banned in 

1999. 

 

Last Friday, No Time To Lose (NTTL), the 

occupational cancer campaign founded 

by the Institution of Occupational Safety 

and Health (IOSH), reported that 135 

companies or individuals were ordered to 

cease work activities because of non-

compliance with asbestos regulations, from 

January 2018 to-date.
1

 

 

A further 130 companies or individuals were 

warned that they must improve, while 31 

companies or individuals were prosecuted 

for breaches of health and safety 

regulations.  

 

Moreover, Judges have imposed fines, 

totalling £933,277 (ranging from £1 to 

£200,000), and some directors have been 

given custodial sentences. 

 

Bev Messinger, IOSH Chief Executive, 

considers it to be ‘unacceptable that, 20 

years on from asbestos being banned in 

Britain, organisations are still potentially 

putting at risk the lives of employees, their 

families and other members of the public’.  

 

We have previously reported, in BC Disease 

News, that workers in schools and hospitals 

are at particular risk of asbestos exposure. 

 

With asbestos still present in in the ‘roofing, 

spray coatings, lagging, insulating boards, 

ropes, yarns and cloth’ of at least 500,000 

buildings constructed before the 

millennium, IOSH has expressed concern 

over ‘widespread lack of awareness and 

uncertainty on how to manage it’, 

especially among ‘small and medium-sized 

organisations’. 

 

Dr. Nick Hopkinson, Medical Director at the 

British Lung Foundation, emphasised that:  

 

‘It's vital companies are vigilant and take 

the proper precautions to protect people 

from the life-threatening dangers of 

asbestos, and take urgent action if 

asbestos has been found’.
32

 

 

In 2018, an IOSH survey found that 25% of 

500 electricians, carpenters, joiners and 

roofers admitted to having been exposed 

to asbestos, while 33% admitted to never 

checking the asbestos register before 

starting work on a new site. We reported this 

in edition 226 (here). 

 

 

 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/791-262-solicitors-negligent-advice-did-not-result-in-undervalued-claim-rules-supreme-court-perry-v-raleys-solicitors-2019-uksc-5
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/671-246-hse-investigates-school-supply-of-asbestos-containing-products
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/767-258-90-of-nhs-trust-hospitals-harbour-asbestos.html
https://www.blf.org.uk/
https://www.blf.org.uk/
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/509-226-one-third-of-construction-workers-have-never-checked-the-asbestos-register
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Welcome 

 

Welcome to the 270
th

 edition of BC Disease News.  

 

In this issue, we report that Zurich is attempting to bring committal proceedings 

against a ‘dishonest’ NIHL claimant, which could have the effect of diminishing 

any enthusiasm for claimants to pursue fraudulent claims in future. 

 

In addition, we discuss that a class action lawsuit, referred to as the ‘Aircraft Cabin 

Air Litigation’, will see the case of deceased British Airways Pilot, Richard Westgate, 

heard alongside 93 other ‘aerotoxic syndrome’ claims, pertaining to airline 

employees.  

 

Further, we examine Just Costs Solicitors’ notice of administrator’s proposals, 

which was filed with Companies House last week, with a view to discovering how 

the costs firm re-collapsed just 2 years after it was bought out of administration. 

 

In our final article, we review the latest allegations of football -induced dementia, 

as the Chief Executive of the Professional Footballers’ Association (PFA) faces 

pressure to stand down. 

 

Any comments or feedback can be sent to Boris Cetnik or Charlotte Owen. 

 

As always, warmest regards to all. 

 

 

SUBJECTS 

 

US Talc-Cancer Litigation – ‘Dishonest’ NIHL Claimant and Civil Contempt of Court 

– ‘Aerotoxic Syndrome’ Group Litigation – British Local Authorities and Glyphosate 

Herbicide – Diffuse Mesothelioma Payment, Asbestosis and Pleural Thickening –

Carcinogens and Mutagens Directive Amendments – Australian Dust-Related 

Lung Disease Register – Just Costs Notice of Administrator’s Proposals – Heading 

Footballs, Dementia and Motor Neurone Disease. 
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Johnson & Johnson Continues Run of Success in Latest Talc-Cancer Trial 

 

Last week (here), we reported that talcum powder manufacturer, Johnson and Johnson (J&J), had had mixed success in ongoing product 

liability litigation, as the company settled 3 mesothelioma claims and successfully defended a mesothelioma claim at trial.  

 

Tens of trials have been scheduled to be heard in US courts this year, including the latest Californian trial, which concluded on Friday. 

 

At Los Angeles Superior Court, J&J was cleared of liability.
1

 

 

Robert Blinkinsop, a 65-year-old retired teacher, unsuccessfully argued that his pleural mesothelioma, diagnosed in 2017, was caused by 

J&J Baby Powder and Shower to Shower product application from 1977 to 1994 (on himself) and 1996 to 1996 (on his children). 

 

Despite having failed to convince the jury that J&J’s mineral talc-based products contained asbestos, the claimant’s legal representative 

maintained that there is ‘no doubt asbestos was, and currently still is in J&Js talc baby powder products’: 

 

‘Asbestos in baby powder is a huge public health concern that is far bigger than just this case’ .
2

 

 

The above statement may suggest that the verdict will not be appealed. 

 

In this particular instance, J&J argued, not only that 40 years of scientific testing had proven that its products were not contaminated with 

asbestos, but also that the claimant could have been exposed to asbestos in the course of his former employment on a construc tion site. 

 

After the decision was announced, J&J’s share price showed brief signs of recovery, but it has since returned to year-low levels just above 

$135. 

 

 

 

(Source: Hargreaves Lansdown) 

 

In a Reuters investigation report, published this week, another aspect of the debate on J&J knowledge of talc-related health risks was 

advanced.
3

 

 

Some believe that a 1992 J&J memo explains its choice to copy marketing strategy previously employed by fast-food companies and soft-

drink makers. By targeting ethnic minorities (African American / Hispanic) and an overweight target audience, they were able to ‘increase 

sales among heavy users at times of growing public concern about the possible health effects of their products’ . 

 

Jim Hood, Mississippi Attorney General, will argue at trial, later this year, that J&J exercised a ‘racially targeted strategy’ after it became 

aware of negative publicity, in order to avoid ‘stagnating’ sales.  

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/844-269-johnson-johnson-settles-3-talc-mesothelioma-claims-amid-trial-success
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Of course, J&J contends that its marketing 

campaigns have been directed at many 

demographics and groups over the past 

century and were not linked with any 

manner of conspiracy. 

 

‘Suggesting that Johnson & Johnson 

targeted a particular group with a 

potentially harmful product is incredibly 

offensive and patently false’. 

 

NIHL Claimant May 

Face Committal 

Proceedings for ‘Lying’ 

 

Defendant employers’ liability (EL) insurer, 

Zurich, has appealed an application for 

permission to make a committal  

application against an occupational 

deafness claimant, after ‘extensive 

investigations’ into his social media, in early 

2017, revealed that noisy hobbies outside 

of work had been undisclosed throughout 

the course of litigation.
4

  

 

69-year-old, David Romaine, sought 

£5,000 in damages from his defunct 

employer, Stanley Refrigeration Ltd, 

pleading that his noise-induced hearing 

loss and episodic tinnitus had developed 

as a result of his employment as a fridge 

engineer, in the 1970’s and 1980’s. 

 

The Daily Mail reported that: 

 

‘When asked [it is not clarified whether this 

was in response to a Part 18 request, an 

audiologist’s / medical expert’s line of 

inquiry, or in witness evidence], he denied 

that he had any noisy hobbies, saying that 

on occasion he quietly strummed an 

acoustic guitar’. 

 

However, information publicly available 

online showed that Mr. Romaine had ‘lied’. 

 

Videos and photos on social media 

conveyed his ‘interest in fast motorcycles , 

fast cars and guitars’. As well as having 

ridden motorcycles, he was an electric 

guitarist and lead singer in ‘The 501’s’, a live 

rock band, which ‘regularly’ performed at 

pubs, clubs and festivals across the south-

east of England. What is more, a website for 

‘The 501’s’ claimed that Mr. Romaine 

‘shared stages with Slade and Jasper 

Carrott as a young man and gigged in a 

folk band’. 

 

In light of the online discovery, Zurich, on 

behalf of the defunct insurer, threatened to 

apply to strike out Mr. Romaine’s claim. His 

immediate discontinuance led Zurich to 

infer that: 

 

‘Mr Romaine had given up as he had been 

found out’. 

 

Pursuant to CPR 81.10, Zurich sought to find 

Mr. Romaine in civil contempt of court, by 

making an application for permission to 

make a committal application. 

 

At the High Court, in 2018, permission was 

refused by Mr Justice Goose, on the 

grounds that it was ‘not in the public 

interest’. 

 

On appeal to the Court of Appeal, Zurich 

argued that the High Court judge, having 

‘accepted that there was good evidence 

that Mr Romaine had been dishonest in the 

presentation of his claim’ had erred in 

failing to ‘identify any other issue that 

suggested this application was not in the 

public interest’. 

 

By contrast, Mr. Romaine contended that 

the committal proceedings should not be 

permitted to go ahead, as he did not 

personally sign the documents in which the 

‘dishonest’ statements appear. 

 

Lord Justice Davis and Lord Justice 

Haddon-Cave have reserved judgment 

until a later date. 

 

Counsel for the defendant in the present 

proceedings, David Callow, explained that 

claimants making ‘misleading statements’  

in civil claims ‘should not go unpunished’: 

 

'This is a clear case of simply deliberate 

misstatements about this man's non-

occupational noise exposure’. 

 

Should this application be successful and 

Mr. Romaine be found in contempt, he 

could face up to 2 years in prison. Binding 

case precedent could deter ‘dishonest’ 

claimants from bringing fraudulent claims 

in future.   

 

Mr. Romaine admits that he may have 

been ill-advised in dropping his claim. 

 

‘Aircraft Cabin Air 

Litigation’ Soon to Take-

Off 

 

In the wake of last week’s article (here), 

wherein we reported that Unite, the trade 

union, was aware of 54 individual 

‘aerotoxic syndrome’ claims, we now report 

that group litigation, known as the ‘Aircraft 

Cabin Air Litigation’, may see 94 industrial 

disease claims assessed collectively.
5

 

 

Last week, Judge Barbara Fontaine 

presided over a London High Court hearing 

to order collective case management. She 

confirmed that the ‘majority’ of claims have 

been brought against British Airways (BA) 

and that ‘many other claims’ have not yet 

been issued. 

 

BA employs 16,500 cabin crew and 3,900 

pilots. It is estimated that this wave of claims 

could cost the company (and by extension, 

their insurer) tens of millions of pounds.  

 

In past editions of BC Disease News, we 

frequently updated our readers on the 

progress of a Coroner’s inquest into the 

death of BA pilot, Richard Westgate. In April 

2017, it was found that Mr. Westgate’s 

cause of death, aged 43, had been the 

consequence of an unintended sleeping 

tablet (pentobarbital) overdose, as 

opposed to ‘aerotoxic syndrome’. 

 

It is our understanding the estate of Mr. 

Westgate will be one of the lead claims in 

the class action lawsuit and is seeking 

£500,000 in compensation. Claimant 

counsel, Michael Rawlinson QC, referred to 

Mr. Westgate’s case as: 

 

‘... just one of a number of cases where 

aerotoxicity is alleged to have either 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/842-269-more-than-50-airline-employees-commence-aerotoxic-syndrome-claims
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caused injury or materially contributed [to 

a cause of] death’. 

  

David Platt QC, instructed on behalf of 

British Airways PLC, argued that any Order 

made should be restricted to claims 

involving his client in isolation, in order to 

avoid complicating proceedings with 

issues affecting particular airlines and 

aircraft types. 

 

He further submitted that BA denies liability 

on issues of breach and causation, 

dismissing this litigation as ‘weak and 

speculative’: 

 

‘... it challenges a technical, scientific and 

industry consensus through the propositions 

upon which the claimants rely’. 

 

Having monitored this issue for over 4 years, 

we agree with David Platt QC that there is a 

dearth of medical literature which proves 

that ‘bleed air’ is not neurotoxic. 

 

Theoretically, if ‘bleed air’ systems were 

judged to be at fault for toxic aircraft cabin 

exposure, BA would be forced to retrofi t 

non-‘bleed air’ systems (those found in its 

Boeing 787’s) at a speculative cost of £6 

million (£25,000 per aircraft). 

 

Confusingly, alleged ‘fume events’ have 

been nicknamed ‘Eau de Boeing’ by 

proponents of this litigation, on account of 

their ‘malodorous background smell’.
6

 

However, this adds confusion to the cause, 

as not all Boeing aircraft are fitted with 

bleed air systems. It also allows Airbus to 

escape all association with aerotoxicity. 

 

Judge Fontaine specified that up to 8 

cases, including Mr. Westgate’s case, will 

return to Court for a full trial. 

 

We will endeavour to disseminate the 

Group Litigation Order once it has been 

finalised and is publicly available. 

 

 

 

 

British Local Authorities 

Re-Evaluate Glyphosate 

Herbicide Use, Amid 

French Farmer Ruling  

 

UK County Councils (CC), London Borough 

Councils (BC) and Metropolitan Borough 

Councils (BC) appear to be reacting to 

growing concern over ongoing US product 

liability lawsuits involving agrochemical 

giant, Bayer (formerly Monsanto), and the 

world’s most popular glyphosate herbicide, 

Roundup. 

 

Glyphosate herbicides are commonly used 

in and around UK town halls and exposure 

has been linked with non-Hodgkin 

lymphoma (NHL) across the Atlantic. Bayer, 

alone, is facing upwards of 11,200 claims, 

but it remains reliant upon ‘four decades of 

extensive science and the conclusions of 

regulators worldwide that support the safety 

of our glyphosate-based herbicides and 

that they are not carcinogenic’. 

 

In November 2017, the UK voted in favour 

of renewing glyphosate’s EU license until 

2022, contributing towards a 0.71% 

majority (65.71%).
7

 

 

Of course, post-Brexit, the UK Government 

has indicated that it ‘could be minded to 

take a very different approach [from the EU] 

to pesticides [including glyphosate 

herbicide] ... although (obviously) much 

would depend on the terms agreed on 

exit’.
8

 

 

Official UK Government advice states that 

glyphosate is an important chemical for use 

in the agriculture and transport sectors, but 

evidence is in the process of being 

reviewed – politicians may be influenced to 

change their stance on glyphosate, e.g. by 

a French Administrative Court’s decision to 

cancel marketing authorisation for 

Roundup Pro 360, in January 2019.  

 

Regardless, as common knowledge of a 

possible carcinogenic association 

increases, public bodies and private 

companies may be expected to take 

preventative steps to avoid breaching their 

duty of care owed to affected workers and 

the general public. 

 

In March 2019, Trafford BC voted to end the 

use of pesticides and weedkillers on 

council-owned land. The Manchester 

borough also voted to stop treating land 

with glyphosate-containing herbicide by 

March 2020, except for the ‘most stubborn 

weeds’, including Japanese knotweed.
9

 

 

Since then, we reported (here) on the 2
nd

 

and most recent case of Edwin 

Hardeman,
10

 in which Bayer was ordered to 

pay more than $80 million in damages for 

negligently causing a Californian man to 

develop cancer. 

 

In response, Hampshire CC (HCC) has 

pledged to re-examine its use of 

glyphosate herbicides. A spokesperson told 

the Guardian: 

 

‘In the light of this ruling, we are looking into 

the implications of HCC’s use of 

glyphosate-based weedkillers. Given their 

widespread use nationally, we also await 

and expect further guidance from central  

government’. 

 

Elsewhere, Wirral and Norwich CC’s have 

expressed a desire to phase out use of 

chemical weedkillers on playgrounds, 

parks, kerbs, pavements and footpaths, 

with Wirral, specifically, ‘seeking ways to 

minimise the use of glyphosate for the 

future, by researching alternative weed 

treatments including non-chemical 

approaches’. 

 

Wirral CC may wish to monitor action taken 

in London, as Richmond BC commenced 

trials of non-chemical weedkillers earlier this 

week.  

 

Not all natural weedkillers are without their 

own issues, however. In some parts of the 

country, vinegar has been discounted as a 

result of its smell, boiling water has been 

considered too dangerous and mini-

flamethrowers have fallen outside of 

insurance policy coverage. 

 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/843-269-bayer-ordered-to-pay-81-million-in-2nd-herbicide-cancer-trial-loss
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While communities deliberate how 

chemical herbicides can be replaced, the 

Amenity Forum and Dublin-based lobbyist, 

Red Flag, are backing glyphosate use. 

 

In 2016, the Amenity Forum, a group whose 

members include Monsanto and Bayer, 

convinced West Lothian CC to continue 

using glyphosate. At the time, it appeased 

anti-glyphosate petitioners by promoting 

the Forum as ‘a non-profit-making, 

independent body’, though Monsanto and 

Bayer have funded the organisation and 

written advice articles for its newsletter. 

 

According to Chairman, John Moverley, 

the Forum is currently running national 

events to spread the message that 

glyphosate herbicides are safe and 

cheaper than substitute agents. He warned 

that ‘if [councils do switch] residents [will 

need to be notified] that the costs of 

managing the weeds will significantly 

increase’. 

 

Elsewhere, Red Flag has been employed 

by Bayer, having previously helped farmers  

to oppose an activist-led campaign to ban 

glyphosate EU-wide. According to Red 

Flag’s Chief Executive, Karl Brophy, the 

campaign flew ‘in the face of science, the 

position of all relevant EU regulatory 

agencies and the position of the European 

commission’. 

 

In the interim, the 3
rd

 US glyphosate-cancer 

trial, which we previewed in edition 267 of 

BC Disease News (here), is still ongoing.
11

 

 

New Update - French Farmer Case 

 

Yesterday, an Appeal Court in Lyon (the 

Cour de Cassation) found that a 55-year-

old French cereal farmer, Paul Francois, 

had suffered chronic neurological damage 

(memory loss, headaches and stammering) 

as a direct result of accidentally ingesting 

vapours of Monsanto-produced Lasso 

herbicide on his farm, in 2004.
12

  

 

Medical testing identified toxic 

chlorobenzene in his body. The active 

ingredient in Lasso is alachlor 

(monochlorobenzene-based) – it is not a 

glyphosate-containing herbicide, like 

Roundup. Nevertheless, Lasso was banned in France, in 2007.
13

 It had already been 

banned in Britain, since 1992. 

 

 

(Source: Wikipedia) 

 

The Court reasoned: 

 

‘Mr. Francois justifiably concludes that the product, due to its inadequate labelling that did 

not respect applicable regulations, did not offer the level of safety he could legitimately 

expect’.
14

 

 

Bayer was immediately ordered to pay the claimant’s €50,000 legal fees, but no 

determination was made on quantum.  

 

At a forthcoming Lyon Court hearing, judges will consider an appropriate compensation 

award – Mr. Francois is seeking damages in the region of €1 million (£860 million).  

 

However, Bayer is currently reviewing the judgment on liability and considering launching 

another appeal, irrespective of the fact that Monsanto had already failed to appeal the 

2012 ruling on Mr. Francois’ claim, in 2015. 

 

Will this latest judgment put more pressure on the French Government to phase-out 

glyphosate herbicide use before 2022? Only time will tell. 

 

Trethowans Solicitor Challenges UK Government to 

Extend Statutory Mesothelioma Payment Scheme 

 

Earlier this month, John Hall, South of England Regional Secretary of the Association of 

Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) and claimant solicitor specialising in asbestos -related injury, 

issued an open letter, in which he called for the Diffuse Mesothelioma Payment Scheme 

(DMPS) to be extended. 

 

The statutory regime was established under s.1 of the Mesothelioma Act 2014. 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/830-267-roundup-herbicide-was-a-substantial-factor-in-causing-claimant-s-non-hodgkin-lymphoma-finds-jury
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Mr. Hall’s letter insists that the scope of the Scheme should be expanded to compensate 

asbestosis and pleural thickening victims (and eligible dependants?): 

 

 ‘... five years ago this month, a fund of last resort was established to compensate sufferers  

of one particular fatal workplace lung cancer, mesothelioma ... This scheme is a step in the 

right direction, but hundreds more people with other asbestos diseases are left without 

justice. 

 

... They are then blocked from a scheme designed to help because they do not have the 

right type of asbestos-related disease. Countless people will already have died without 

recompense and this cannot continue. 

 

This Global Asbestos Awareness Week, we are calling for the scheme to be extended to 

help all workers suffering from all asbestos related diseases’.
15

 

 

Global Asbestos Awareness Week took place in the week commencing 1 April 2019. 

 

Over the coming months, we will monitor Parliamentary debate to grasp whether Mr. Hall’s 

public recommendation has resounded with Britain’s law -makers. 

 

European Parliament Adopts Compromise 

Amendment on Cadmium in 3
rd

 Revision of the 

Carcinogens and Mutagens Directive 

 

In edition 260 of BC Disease News (here), we reported that the 3
rd

 revision of the 

Carcinogens and Mutagens Directive (CMD) 2004/37/EC
16

 was awaiting final approval from 

the European Council's Permanent Representatives Committee (COREPER) and a plenary 

vote of the European Parliament on the final text.  

 

For months, the European Commission, Parliament and Council had been engaged in 

trilogues (informal negotiations). 

 

Through the 3
rd

 amendment, the Commission proposed to add 5 substances to the existing 

list of carcinogens, with the following binding time-weighted occupational exposure limits 

(OEL’s): 

 Cadmium and its inorganic compounds – 0.01 mg/m
3

; 

 Beryllium and inorganic beryllium compounds – 0.0002 mg/m
3

; 

 Arsenic acid and its salts, as well as inorganic arsenic compounds – 0.01 mg/m
3

; 

 Formaldehyde – 0.37 mg/m
3 

(and 0.738 mg/m
3

 short-term exposure); and 

 4,4-Methylene-bis(2-chloroaniline) (MOCA) – 0.01 mg/m
3

.
17

 

 

The 3
rd

 amendment also proposed the 

prescription of an airborne OEL and a 

biological limit value (BLV) for cadmium 

within 5 years of the latest CMD entering 

into force, which may be imposed more 

stringently in Member States, if desired. 

However, The UK’s Deputy Permanent 

Representative to the EU, Katrina Williams, 

was disappointed that the proposal did not 

suggest human biomonitoring (HBM) as an 

alternative, ‘wider range of monitoring 

techniques for cadmium’. 

 

Last week, it was confirmed that the plenary 

of the Parliament had adopted a 

compromise amendment on cadmium, 

which commits the Commission to assess 

wider monitoring techniques in a shorter 

time frame (3 years rather than 5 years).
18

 

 

A Council Information Note stated that the 

Parliament’s position ‘reflects what had 

been previously agreed between the 

institutions’ and the Council ‘should 

therefore be in a position to approve the 

Parliament's position’. 

 

However, the Council may still seek to 

reintroduce references to dermal and 

respiratory sensitisation of beryllium and 

formaldehyde in the annex to the revised 

CMD, before approving Parliament’s 

amendment and officially adopting OEL’s 

for the 5 carcinogenic substances, listed 

above.  

 

Looking to the future, the firefighter’s  

network has invited the EU to consider 

extending the CMD in future iterations to 

cover reprotoxic substances, as well as 

carcinogens and mutagens. This request 

was inspired by recent study findings, which 

have shown that public authorities and 

employers are failing to sufficiently protect 

firefighters from occupational health risks 

experienced before, during and after 

incidents. It is part of a wider appeal to 

‘recognise cancer among firefighters as a 

professional disease’.
 19

 

 

Moreover, the Commission has asked the 

European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) to 

recommend OEL’s for lead and its 

compounds and diisocyanates, while the 

Council has inquired about the 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/779-260-upcoming-changes-to-the-carcinogens-and-mutagens-directive
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Commission’s appetite for widening the 

CMD to include hazardous drugs.
20

 

 

Notifiable Dust Lung 

Disease Register 

Legislation Granted 

Royal Assent in 

Queensland, Australia 

 

Last year, we reported (here) that legislators 

in Queensland, Australia, were attempting 

to pass an Act of Parliament, which would 

‘enable health authorities to monitor 

emerging occupational lung diseases such 

as CWP [coal workers’ pneumoconiosis] 

and silicosis’. 

 

The Health and Other Legislation 

Amendment Bill 2018 proposed the 

introduction of a Notifiable Dust Lung 

Disease Register, amending the Public 

Health Act 2005, which would record 

Queensland Health cases of patients 

diagnosed with dust-related lung diseases. 

 

On 3 April 2019, the Bill was granted Royal 

Assent (signed by the Governor on behalf of 

the Queen
21

).
22

 

 

The creation of a Notifiable Dust Lung 

Disease Register is effective under s.22 of 

the Health and Other Legislation 

Amendment Act 2019. 

 

Concurrently, Safe Work Australia has 

opened a month-long consultation 

designed to evaluate the existing 

document of Workplace exposure 

standards for airborne contaminants and 

seek comments on workplace exposure 

standards (WES) for respirable crystalline 

silica (RCS) and respirable coal dust 

(RCD).
23

 

 

Silicosis and coal workers coal worker’s 

pneumoconiosis in Great Britain, 

2018 (here), the Health and Safety 

Executive (HSE) publication, concludes that 

the current estimate of 800 new silica-

related lung disease cases diagnosed 

each year in Great Britain is likely to be a ‘substantial underestimate’.   

At a House of Commons debate on CWP (or ‘Black Lung Disease’) in 2018, Ben Bradley MP 

expressed his desire to see the ‘Department for Work and Pensions … work with the 

Department of Health and Social Care to review the diagnostic tools that are used to assess 

miners for signs for pneumoconiosis’. 

 

The UK Government may now look to devise and implement a similar scheme, using the 

enforceable Australian State Law as a template. 

 

Why Did Just Costs Fail Twice? 

 

In edition 260 of BC Disease News (here), we reported that Just Costs Solicitors Limited had 

entered into administration for the 2
nd

 time in 2 years. 

 

On 2 April 2019, a notice of administrator’s (Leonard Curtis) proposals  was filed with 

Companies House.
24

 

 

This reveals that for the 11-month period ending 30 September 2018, the company made 

a net loss of £380,000, despite turning over £2.151 million, as its gross profit (£482,000) was 

outweighed by administrative expenses (£853,000). 

 

 

 

Where did financial difficulties stem from and how did they arise? 

 

The notice refers to ‘significant cashflow pressures’ from the company’s incorporation, in 

October 2017, which were caused by legislative reform and slow receipt of debts owed. 

 

By the close of 2018, the notice explained that cashflow forecasts conveyed a funding 

shortfall upon future wage payments. 

 

When Leonard Curtis was appointed, Just Costs still owed £742,219 for the purchase of the 

business and assets of the acquired company (£316,268 to Just Costs Limited and £425,951 

to Just Cost Budgets Limited and Just Costs Management Limited). 

 

What is more, as of November 2018, the company had fallen behind with its VAT, PAYE and 

NIC obligations to HM Revenue & Customs, totalling £262,000. Its landlords’ quarterly rent, 

due in September, had also been left unpaid and a notice to forfeit the lease was sent 

accordingly. 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/751-256-draft-australian-legislation-proposes-register-of-dust-related-lung-disease-cases
https://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/Documents/TableOffice/TabledPapers/2018/5618T1853.pdf
https://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/Documents/TableOffice/TabledPapers/2018/5618T1853.pdf
https://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/ActsAsPassed/2019/19AC013.pdf
https://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/documents/tableOffice/ActsAsPassed/2019/19AC013.pdf
https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/system/files/documents/1804/workplace-exposure-standards-airborne-contaminants-2018_0.pdf
https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/system/files/documents/1804/workplace-exposure-standards-airborne-contaminants-2018_0.pdf
http://www.hse.gov.uk/statistics/causdis/pneumoconiosis-and-silicosis.pdf
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/780-260-just-costs-solicitors-enters-into-administration
https://s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/document-api-images-live.ch.gov.uk/docs/dxnbl8lmM7Oz8GHIX0lHaxfY_RmeIiYWqBjwlKZLXr4/application-pdf?X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Content-Sha256=UNSIGNED-PAYLOAD&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAWRGBDBV3PEXQS63A%2F20190412%2Feu-west-2%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Date=20190412T085226Z&X-Amz-Expires=60&X-Amz-Security-Token=AgoJb3JpZ2luX2VjENf%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCWV1LXdlc3QtMiJIMEYCIQDTLkB1DiBpAbpESwDaguNswOKmE8mfa4BoqLv%2FuAbNpQIhAPuF90yVCCyHXOta33zGTnb1GT8MS0a2FZrDmsHCUhloKuMDCKD%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEQARoMNDQ5MjI5MDMyODIyIgyuaaqaRsl3bBi97FUqtwNJI7Y3j7e46kWz5ixQ7kpn0jm6gmTfw52prkvCTepB1nbMC2vO8Jw0AE7pFmPeeoxFHnj0TZ6joarPI8ZCs%2FnrHcXfpPdPNRFk%2FRRgfnzfay76aJuzIoBbj1FwfRclC5MrQ1w31oiML%2FGr594hrZJEdb9YSaR%2BtVSviY7P%2B4kDVkNGSvIr5XF%2ByyXgYDp1wkFFQNHQG5bNYp6fbxEs7Bf%2FLKieJIFJ0eUmEcetsEA3afn1AYzd2Jrc3HkX0d0DGaXe05ghKsexcqSX8KHpN8gEm7p3fz5ayeXF5K65rHBjxPx1pDJHhwv8Wt3kW3cRHW1PCI6JqP0mxd5I0LX8432DrJtTq%2BAqV4X6v%2BUepM2EUlyIkHpAEU0NHq8zCv8DfE78SQ0mKTL5zI4ZkHVzb75jM622duTUe5Y8ru1M%2BuIIQhmmj7wtxZVaph4K5M8hOWaC7EkEVxnPBBVH0ZfqyadDqj4KXz6Pbl8k9aew0RGNf3Ti1P1cxl2V%2BhGlafXFRIbcVlm%2FP8FnEC03wKYATMBxcLStTnLx3W5RsNf4tMzRO7smObGwPMBZqnjazWrsOw3EeIJ8KvpuMPjxwOUFOrMBy4v%2FvfAHBYHgD%2FgUsTCO%2FejUtZCOFFy4z414PHrRk9MKY5K%2B%2FrXWFNbPSVvJfsFO7Tiia1mSgKvOoR4oc4xSRTGJ2IwSeHvpanVKr8gBeAjt3d6jjcX7OGim7foQZWNHDCjtL9U5laeRqOr5wvPj8iJBk7iadpCbe05BFuTDr5gMsoRazlXZTqjJHMD1cVYzUwmqlsLJgN%2BRTLzSEiR6rHM%2FKWuLfcIUoNaWNxhuKKEjwIA%3D&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Signature=2d4ed5af734859076ee862837d72d43138af33dee70da74d2c549879b8a36a36
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Ultimately, the company has insufficient 

property to enable any distribution to the 

company’s 24 unsecured creditors. 

 

Heading Footballs – Is 

Dementia the Only 

Potential Occupational 

Health Risk? 

 

Impending Structural Change for English 

Professional Football Body? 

 

In 2001, the Professional Footballers’ 

Association (PFA) and the Football 

Association (FA) instigated research to 

discover whether there was a link between 

exposure to head trauma (through heading 

footballs) and a type of dementia, called 

dementia pugilistica, also known as 

chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE).  

 

However, in 2014, The Mail on Sunday 

revealed that the study had failed. It had 

long since been abandoned, though PFA 

Chief Executive, Gordon Taylor QBE, had 

failed to make the public aware of this. 

 

In 2018, the Association committed 

£125,000 of its £50 million budget to 

resume research into the association 

between football and CTE, amid growing 

demand to classify CTE as an ‘industrial 

disease’. Football's InfluencE on Lifelong 

health and Dementia risk (FIELD) is led by 

Dr. Willie Stewart, the first and only medical 

practitioner to diagnose CTE in an ex-

professional footballer. 

 

However, crisis talks took place at the PFA 

last November
25

 and at the annual general 

meeting this March,
26

 Mr Taylor announced 

that he would be standing down after 38 

years of leadership, but only after an 

independent review had been completed. 

This could potentially take months.
27

 

 

Pundit, commentator and retired 

professional footballer, Chris Sutton, 

believes that Mr. Taylor has failed both 

‘union members and their families’ and 

‘hundreds and thousands of footballers 

around the world’. 

Alleged Cases of CTE in Living Footballers? 

 

Mr. Sutton’s father, Mike, played 

professionally from 1962 to 1974 at Norwich 

City, Chester and Carlisle. Aged 74, he has 

been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. 

 

He considers that the best candidate to 

replace Mr Taylor as Chief Executive of the 

PFA is current PFA Chairman, Ben Purkiss, 

who wants to put dementia research at the 

forefront of the union’s agenda. However, 

Mr. Purkiss is barred from running for the 

position for 5 years. 

 

Elsewhere, George Reilly, the 61-year-old 

veteran, who played at Corby Town, 

Northampton Town, Cambridge United, 

Watford, Newcastle United and West 

Bromwich Albion, has also been diagnosed 

with Alzheimer’s. He had ‘more than 250 

stitches’ in his head throughout his career, 

in an era where concussion ‘wasn’t 

known’.
28

 

 

In an interview with Backpass magazine, he 

shared more information about his 

condition: 

 

‘My short-term memory is terrible, but long-

term is fine. I t's called chronic traumatic 

encephalopathy, and there's research 

going on all the time. Mine seems to be at 

the back of the skull, not the front. I think it 

was more centre-halves heading me in the 

back of the head rather than heading balls 

that has caused the problem. It's a 

degenerative illness, and I need to take 

tablets. The football authorities have 

brushed this under the carpet, because 

they've had this knowledge for some time. 

There are lots of former gridiron players and 

footballers who have suffered severely. 

Men never used to talk about these things, 

but now, in 2019, more and more players 

are talking, because they know by sharing 

they can help themselves and others. ‘I am 

doing OK but many other centre-backs and 

forwards are struggling. I have not had a 

scan for three years. It can only tell me it is 

worse ...’
29

 

 

When Mr. Reilly was diagnosed, his treating 

specialist told him that his brain disorder 

was likely caused by repetitive concussive 

events in the course of his employment, i.e. 

heading footballs. Consequently, he 

approached an official at a ‘footballing 

body’, but was dismissed because he was 

not ‘dead’.  

 

Mr Reilly considers that the official was 

‘ignorant about the situation’, but as 

reported in previous editions of BC Disease 

News, CTE has only been diagnosed in Jeff 

Astle (here) and Rod Taylor (here) post-

mortem. 

 

Nevertheless, Boston University 

neuroscientists believe that they are close 

to unearthing a technique for detecting 

CTE in living athletes.
30

  

 

Even though, according to Dr. Stewart, 

three-quarters of football and rugby player 

brains exhibit dementia pathology (study 

results were reported here), he and 59 other 

medical experts have warned against 

unbalanced reporting on CTE issues in the 

medical, scientific and media communities 

(also reported in BCDN here).
31

 

 

Dr. Stewart’s fears are illustrated by tabloid 

reporting on Mike Sutton and George Reilly. 

Mr. Reilly has jumped to the conclusion that 

he has CTE, when he may not, while Chris 

Sutton has assumed that his father has CTE. 

Both of these presumptions are based on 

Alzheimer’s diagnoses.  

 

In fact, scientists at the Indiana University 

School of Medicine, University of Kansas 

and the UK Medical Research Council 

dismantled the belief that Alzheimer’s and 

CTE pathologies are identical in a research 

paper published last month. Cryogenic 

electron microscopy imaging of brain cells 

revealed that the shape of CTE-induced tau 

proteins were different from Alzheimer’s-

induced tau proteins. Thus, it was inferred 

that Alzheimer’s and CTE are distinct 

conditions, despite both resulting in the 

formulation of excess, abnormal tau.
32

 

 

It is fair to say that, until the FIELD study 

provides further insight, CTE remains 

undefined, with unknown prevalence, while 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/271-203-degenerative-brain-disease-in-football.html
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/644-243-second-degenerative-brain-disease-diagnosis-in-post-mortem-of-ex-professional-footballer
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/776-259-three-quarters-of-football-and-rugby-player-brains-exhibit-dementia-pathology
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/797-262-60-medical-experts-call-for-balance-when-reporting-on-dementia-associated-with-contact-sports
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diagnostic criteria constitutes a mere 

preliminary assessment.  

 

 

New Study on Football-Induced Head 

Trauma and Motor Neurone Disease 

 

Interestingly, in an article published in the 

Neuron journal, researchers found that 

malfunctioning TDP-43 is behind a high 

proportion of both amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis (ALS) (97%) and CTE (80%) cases.
33

 

 

Complimenting this, in a recent 

investigation, connecting football and a 

different type of neurodegenerative 

disease, Italian scientists have expanded 

on prior research, which identified 

repetitive head trauma as a risk factor of 

ALS, a condition with unknown cause.  

 

ALS is a slow-progressing form of motor 

neurone disease. Patients suffer with 

neurodegeneration, i.e. damage to motor 

neurone cells in the brain and spinal cord. 

In turn, this impairs muscle function that 

affects walking and talking. ALS is incurable 

and patients have an average life 

expectancy of between 3 and 10 years. 

 

Researchers at the Mario Negri Institute for 

Pharmacological Research, in Milan, 

reviewed the medical records of 25,000 

male professional footballers, who played 

in Italy from 1995 to 2000.
34

 

 

They observed 33 ALS cases (3.2 cases per 

100,000 per year). 

 

In an average Italian population, one might 

have expected 1.7 cases per 100,000 per 

year, meaning that the rate of developing 

ALS was doubled in professional footballers. 

Among players aged 45 and under, the 

rate of development was 4.7 times higher 

(approximately 8 cases per 100,000 per 

year). 

 

What is more, the average age of ALS 

development was roughly 20 years 

younger in the study group (43), compared 

to the general population (63). 

 

It is hypothesised that cumulative head 

trauma may damage the white matter in 

the brain, responsible for memory and 

thought process, which could lead to brain 

damage. 

 

That being said, lead author, Ettore Beghi, 

cautioned that ‘... heavy physical exercise 

... substance use ... [and] ... genetics may 

play a role’ in increasing ALS incidence 

among footballers. 

 

Full study findings will be presented at an 

upcoming neurology conference in 

Philadelphia. 
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Welcome 

 

Welcome to the 271
st

 edition of BC Disease News.  

 

In this edition, we examine a landmark Court of Appeal judgment, which found 

that reinsurers are not held jointly and severally liable in mesothelioma claims. 

 

Elsewhere, we report on a Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal decision, which saw 2 

claimant disease solicitors fined £20,000 for paying referral fees to claims 

management companies (CMC). 

 

In addition, we provide updates on US product liability lawsuits involving Johnson 

& Johnson and Bayer AG.  

 

This week’s feature article provides detailed analysis of the occupational 

‘acoustic shock’ appeal at the Court of Appeal, involving a Royal Opera House 

violist.  

 

Any comments or feedback can be sent to Boris Cetnik or Charlotte Owen. 

 

As always, warmest regards to all. 

 

 

SUBJECTS 

 

Reinsurers and Mesothelioma Liability – Referral Fees and SDT Fines – 

Consolidation of 2,400 Talc-Cancer Claims – Bayer AG AGM – Brain Scanning 

and ‘Aerotoxic Syndrome’ – EU Consultations on Workplace Lead and 

Diisocyanate Exposure – Offsetting Sitting Health Risks – ‘Acoustic Shock’ at the 

Court of Appeal. 
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Joint and Several Liability for Reinsurers in Mesothelioma Claims? Equitas 

Insurance Limited v Municipal Mutual Insurance Limited [2019] EWCA Civ 718 

 

In a mesothelioma case where there are multiple employers, all of which exposed a claimant to asbestos in the course of employment, 

liability is joint and several, meaning that any 1 employer is liable for the total loss. 

 

This position is entrenched in law by s.3 of The Compensation Act 2006. Statute reversed the ruling in Barker v Corus (UK) plc [2006] UKHL 

20, where lability was apportioned between negligent employers according to their risk contribution, and reinstated the princ iple first 

established in Fairchild v Glenhaven Funeral Services Ltd & others [2002] UKHL 22. 

 

 

 

Equally, where an in insurer is on risk only for part of a relevant exposure period, Zurich Insurance PLC UK Branch v International Energy 

Group Limited [2015] UKSC 33 (reported in BC Disease News here) mirrored the Fairchild principle, as long as The Compensation Act applies 

(this was a Guernsey Law case, so Barker was still the relevant authority). Effectively, the insurer will be liable for the whole claim. 

 

Of course, jointly and severally liable defendant employers and insurers may subsequently seek contributions from other negli gent parties 

(other insurers, uninsured employers, etc.) 

 

So, what is the position in a mesothelioma claim, where there is exposure to asbestos over multiple years of EL insurance tha t has been 

reinsured by multiple reinsurers, and the EL insurer settles?  

 

In a practice known as ‘spiking’, a reinsured may present 100% of a mesothelioma claim to a specific year of reinsurance cover, affecting 

a single reinsurer. 

 

Should reinsurers, however, be liable on a pro rata, time on risk basis? In other words, is ‘spiking’ mal-practice? 

 

Until the case of Equitas Insurance Limited v MMI Limited [2019] EWCA Civ 718, there had been no authority on ‘Fairchild enclave’ in the 

context of reinsurance.  

 

In Equitas, MMI (the reinsured) had attempted to ‘spike’ Equitas (the reinsurer) with its reinsurance claims by selecting a policy year of its 

choice. 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/images/pdf/BCDN96.pdf
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Sitting as a judge-arbitrator, Flaux LJ initially 

found that MMI was entitled to ‘spike’ 

Equitas, i.e. Fairchild and IEG extended to 

the reinsurance level. 

 

However, Equitas was granted leave to 

appeal to the Court of Appeal at an 

application hearing,
1

 in 2018, on the basis 

that there remained ‘questions of general 

public importance’, casting ‘serious doubt’ 

over Flaux LJ’s Tribunal decision. 

 

Firstly, the court found that there was ‘a 

seriously arguable case for treating the 

insurance and reinsurance positions 

differently’. 

 

Secondly, if it is accepted that a reinsured 

party can choose how to allocate its losses 

to reinsurers, it may be under a duty of 

good faith to restrict the manner in which it 

exercises its freedom of choice. Allocating 

losses in line with Barker and the common 

law was the suggested approach. 

 

Thirdly and finally, there had been no court 

guidance on how reinsurers might recoup 

contributions, but was likely not governed 

by Fairchild and should instead be subject 

to a different method of calculation. One 

reason for this was that ‘higher layers of 

reinsurance’ should always be furthest from 

the risk. 

 

The Court of Appeal Ruling 

 

At the Court of Appeal, in March 2019, the 

appeal was heard. Here, Males LJ, Patten 

LJ and Leggatt LJ addressed the issues 

highlighted by Lady Justice Gloster, at the 

application hearing for permission to 

appeal. 

 

It allowed the appeal, unanimously finding 

in favour of Equitas, that a reinsured must 

present claims to its reinsurer(s) on a pro 

rata, time on risk basis. 

 

MMI submitted that the relationship 

between an insured employer and its 

liability insurers should equally apply to the 

relationship between a liability insurer and 

its reinsurers because there was: 

 

‘... no principled distinction between 

insurance and reinsurance of the risk of an 

employer being held liable in tort for 

causing an employee to contract 

mesothelioma through exposure to 

asbestos, and the legal approach which 

applies to the settlement of mesothelioma 

claims at the insurance level ...’ 

 

Leggatt LJ considered that it was not 

compelled to resort to a solution that was 

‘contrary to principle’ at the reinsurance 

level, simply because Lord Mance had 

done so in IEG. It appears that the mantra 

of ‘... once unorthodoxy has served its 

purpose, we should revert to orthodoxy’ , 

was observed. 

 

The purpose of unorthodoxy in the law, 

clearly, has been to ensure that 

mesothelioma victims are fully 

compensated, especially when an insured 

employer is insolvent. Without IEG, 

parliament may have been forced to 

amend The Compensation Act. One of the 

reasons for distinguishing the present case 

from IEG, therefore, was because: 

 

‘[it] could not realistically be – suggested 

that, unless the insurer is allowed to recover 

its entire loss from those reinsurers who 

provided cover for any one year during the 

relevant period, there is a significant risk 

that the employee-victim will not be fully 

compensated’.  

 

His Lordship also found, in agreement with 

the Males LJ and Patten LJ, that the 

proposed application of the doctrine of 

good faith was well-founded in this scenario 

– another reason to depart from Fairchild 

and IEG exception. 

 

In respect of recoupment at the insurance 

level, Legatt LJ stated that it was a ‘relatively 

straightforward task’, as an insurer will only 

need to find out what insurance, if any, the 

employer had in other years of asbestos 

exposure and calculate each insurer’s (on 

uninsured employer’s) proportion of the risk. 

 

By contrast, recoupment was ‘far more 

complex’ at the reinsurance level.  

 

‘Where, as may well be the case, an insurer 

has multiple layers of excess of loss 

reinsurance in each relevant year, many 

different reinsurers may potentially be 

involved. Moreover, there may be no direct 

correspondence between the limits of 

layers of reinsurance placed in different 

years. A solution which avoids the need to 

calculate and settle what may be a large 

number of contribution and recoupment 

claims (for what may be quite small 

amounts of money) arising from any one 

loss has obvious practical advantages’. 

 

In summary, he concluded, at paragraph 

172, that: 

 

‘... the courts need not and should not 

impose a complicated, burdensome and, 

to put it charitably, unconventional solution 

[i.e. Fairchild and IEG] on the reinsurance 

market when a simple, principled and 

orthodox solution is at hand [i.e. Barker]’. 

 

MMI has until 30 April 2019 to seek 

permission to appeal to the Supreme Court. 

It is expected that MMI will seek to appeal. 

 

£20,000 Tribunal Fine 

for Zen Law Personal 

Injury Solicitors 

 

On 4 April 2019, judgment of the Solicitors 

Disciplinary Tribunal was filed with the Law 

Society, in the case of SRA v Anwar & Aziz 

(2019).
2

 

 

The Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) 

commenced disciplinary proceedings 

against claimant personal injury solicitors, 

Parvez Anwar and Umran Aziz, for paying 

referral fees to claims management 

companies (CMC), post-1 April 2013, 

despite having been prohibited by s.56(1) 

of the Legal Aid, Sentencing and 

Punishment of Offenders Act 2012 and the 

SRA's Ethics Guidance on Referral Fees.
3
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The Authority also argued that there had been breaches of SRA Principles 2011, SRA 

Accounts Rules, SRA Code of Conduct 2011 and SRA Authorisation Rules 2011. 

 

Both solicitors qualified in 2008 and established claimant personal injury firm, Zen Law 

Solicitors, in 2013. According to its website, the practice claims to have ‘expertise in all types 

of injury including road traffic accidents, slips and trips, accidents at work and industrial 

diseases’. 

 

The tribunal focused on the solicitors’ relationship with 3 CMC’s, which had been paid a 

minimum value of £7,560 over 4 years. An invoice from 1 of the CMC’s showed that the 

‘cost per case was £400 in each instance’. 

 

In an interview with the SRA, Mr Anwar admitted that ‘no genuine services were being 

provided and that the fees were therefore purely for the recommendation’ . 

 

By their own admission, they confessed to the tribunal that ‘they could not do their own 

marketing’. 

 

Regardless, the respondent solicitors tried to escape culpability by blaming their fa ilings on 

‘unhelpful’ SRA Ethics Guidance: 

 

‘... it did not give examples of how firms working within a referral arrangement would have 

to adapt to be compliant ... other firms felt the same way and that the SRA itself did not 

appear to have a full understanding of how the industry operated’. 

 

Their submission was unsuccessful, however, constituting a breach of Principle 2 (lacking 

integrity): 

 

‘The Tribunal noted that both Respondents had been aware of LASPO and both had read 

the SRA's Ethics Guidance. The onus was on them to ensure that they complied with the 

legislation and the Ethics Guidance that was issued in relation to it. The Respondents had 

stated in their evidence that the guidance was unhelpful and unclear. The Tribunal rejected 

that evidence and found that it had been written in language that was perfectly clear. 

There was no evidence of the Respondents having written to or telephoned the SRA for 

clarification or further guidance’. 

What is more, Principles 4 and 5 (acting in 

the best interests of the client) was deemed 

to have been breached, as the 

respondents had failed ‘to provide clients 

with accurate information regarding the 

financial interest which the CMCs had in 

referring those clients did not amount to a 

proper standard of service (Principle 5) The 

failure to provide that proper standard of 

service together with the result that clients 

could not make an informed decision 

based on that information was not in the 

best interests of those clients’. 

 

Concluding the seriousness of the sol icitors’ 

misconduct, the Tribunal reached its 

determination at paragraphs 32 to 35: 

 

‘In assessing culpability, the Tribunal found 

that the breaches of the SAR were primarily 

the result of sloppiness. The breaches of 

LASPO were not done with specific intent 

and had not involved a breach of trust. The 

Respondents were directors of the Firm and 

each had specific regulatory roles of COLP 

and COFA. They therefore had direct 

control and responsibility for the 

circumstances giving rise to these matters . 

Each of the Respondents was experienced. 

 

In terms of harm caused, there had been 

no loss to any individual clients. The Tribunal 

recognised that breaches of the SAR had 

been rectified and that the amounts 

involved were not at the upper end of the 

scale. However there was always the 

potential for loss when shortages existed on 

a client account and there had been 

warning signs in 2015 that there were 

problems. The reputation of the profession 

was also undermined by such breaches 

and this damage was compounded by the 

breach of the prohibition on referral fees, in 

which the Respondents had lacked 

integrity. 

 

The misconduct was aggravated by the 

fact that it took place over a period of time 

and was repeated. There were four 

agreements with CMCs in place and 

multiple payments. The Respondents ought 

to have known they were in breach of their 

obligations. The First Respondent was the 

COFA and he should have been even more 

alert to the SAR breaches, while the Second 

https://www.zenlaw.co.uk/
https://www.zenlaw.co.uk/
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Respondent as COLP was had particular 

additional responsibility for ensuring 

compliance with LASPO. 

 

The matters were mitigated by the fact that 

the Respondents had made good the 

shortages on the client account and had 

taken steps, at some expense, to ensure 

future compliance. They had co-operated 

with the SRA. They had made some 

admissions at an early stage but these were 

followed by subsequent denials of some 

Allegations. The Tribunal did not find there 

to be any significant insight on the part of 

either Respondent’. 

 

As such, both solicitors were fined £10,000 

and were also ordered to pay £11,800 in 

costs on a joint and several basis.
4

 

  

Full text judgment can be accessed here. 

 

J&J Hoping for 

‘Expeditious Resolution’ 

of Talc-Cancer Claims 

by Exercising Creditor 

Loophole 

 

As reported in our February update on US 

talc-cancer litigation (here), on 13 February 

2019, talc supplier, Imerys Talc America 

Inc., which had been a named co-

defendant in most product liability claims 

involving Johnson & Johnson (J&J), filed for 

Chapter 11 protection in bankruptcy. 

 

Under bankruptcy law, legal entities can set 

up a trust to manage current and future 

litigation. Proceedings may be heard under 

a single judge and may be transferred from 

a state court to a federal court, while 

claimants may also be pressured into 

accepting lower settlement offers. 

 

Manufacturer of Johnson’s Baby Powder 

and Shower to Shower products, J&J, is 

facing more than 14,000 talc-cancer 

claims. The company has not filed for 

Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection and 

would not ordinarily have the same 

entitlements as the American subsidiary of 

Imerys SA.   

 

In the 2017 case of Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. 

v Superior Court, the US Supreme Court 

ruled that claims filed in a state with a weak 

connection between the claimant’s claim 

and a company’s alleged conduct, may 

fail on jurisdictional grounds.
5

 

 

Following this decision, on 6 September 

2017, New Jersey District Court Judge, 

Freda Wolfson, made an order (here), 

allowing more than 11,000 claimants to re-

file their talc-cancer claims in consolidated 

New Jersey federal court proceedings,
6

 

with a view to avoiding potential 

jurisdictional challenges. 

 

Now, J&J is attempting to apply a unique 

bankruptcy law provision, which enables 

‘Imerys creditors with significant financial 

ties’ (they are in disagreement over $2 

billion in insurance coverage and litigation-

related indemnity agreements) to request 

that 2,400 other talc-cancer lawsuits should 

be heard by Bankruptcy Judge Laurie 

Selber Silverstein, in Delaware federal court, 

for ‘prompt, fair and complete resolution’ of 

claims.
7

  

 

Court papers, filed on Thursday of last 

week,
8

 argued that these claims should be 

concentrated ‘because the claims raise 

common questions of fact, law, and 

science,’ therefore meaning that pre-trial 

information exchanges are ‘duplicative, 

unpredictable, and wasteful’. 

 

Incidentally, J&J has had much less success 

at state court level, especially in Missouri, 

where 22 former talc users with ovarian 

cancer were awarded $4.7 billion in a jury 

verdict, last year. 

 

Should J&J succeed in its attempted 

exercise of the creditor-vested loophole, its 

challenge of the $4.7 billion verdict would 

not fall within the consolidated Delaware 

litigation, as the court filing is not seeking to 

bring together cases that have already 

gone to trial, are in the jury-selection 

process, or are on appeal. 

 

However, a successful court filing, in this 

instance, could foreseeably result in more 

defended claims at federal court level, 

which would likely have an impact on 

corporate solvency, shareholder sentiment, 

scientific consensus and the willingness for 

UK claimant firms to invest in talc-related 

disease marketing (claims brought by UK 

residents are still brought in the US).
9

 

 

Approval Rating of 

Monsanto-Acquiring 

Executive Board to 

Slump at Bayer’s Annual 

AGM? 

 

Today, Bayer AG had its annual general 

meeting (AGM), in which shareholders had 

a vote of confidence on the management 

board’s decision-making since the last 

AGM, where its approval rating stood at 

97%  2% above the norm in Germany. 

 

Whether or not the shareholders pledged 

their support for the company’s executive 

board was expected to revolve around the 

handling of the $63 billion acquisition of 

Monsanto, in June 2018, coined ‘the world’s 

biggest and most powerful agribusiness 

corporation’ merger in history. 

 

As a result, this vote ‘is seen as a key gauge 

of shareholder sentiment’. 

  

Even though Linklaters reassured Bayer’s 

supervisory board that management had 

complied with its fiduciary duties, upon 

completion of the Monsanto deal,
10

 the 

company is now entangled in more than 

11,200 product liability claims, wherein 

claimants allege that repeated use of 

Monsanto-produced glyphosate-

containing herbicide (trade name 

Roundup) has caused them to develop 

non-Hodgkin lymphoma. 

 

The 2
nd

 and latest San Franciscan jury 

verdict, which we reported in edition 269 of 

BC Disease News (here), resulted in Bayer 

being ordered to pay $81 million in 

https://www.solicitorstribunal.org.uk/sites/default/files-sdt/11888.2018.Anwar_.Aziz_.pdf
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/798-263-talc-cancer-litigation-in-the-us-an-update
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/desktop/document/BristolMyers_Squibb_Co_v_Superior_Court_of_Cal_San_Francisco_Cty_?1556155580
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/desktop/document/BristolMyers_Squibb_Co_v_Superior_Court_of_Cal_San_Francisco_Cty_?1556155580
http://src.bna.com/uXz
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/843-269-bayer-ordered-to-pay-81-million-in-2nd-herbicide-cancer-trial-loss
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damages to Edwin Hardeman, after 

finding: 

1. That Roundup was a ‘substantial 

factor’ in causing Mr Hardeman’s 

cancer; and  

2. That Monsanto had been 

negligent in failing to warn 

regulators, scientists, public 

officials and the general public 

about the cancer risk. 

 

Although Bayer is still ‘vigorously’ defending 

claims, on the basis that glyphosate-based 

herbicides are not carcinogenic, a Reuters  

article has revealed that the company’s 

largest shareholder, BlackRock, was not 

planning to ratify the actions of the Werner 

Baumann CEO-led board.
11

 

 

According to the fund manager company, 

which has 7.2% of Bayer’s voting rights, it 

would either abstain from the vote, or vote 

against endorsing the board’s actions, in 

order to ‘send a message [of unhappiness] 

...’ 

 

Aside from BlackRock, asset management 

company and 10
th

 largest shareholder (1% 

shareholding), Deka Investment, 

announced that it would also vote against 

– a reflection of its sharp, public criticism of 

Bayer in recent weeks.
12

 Ingo Speich, Head 

of Sustainability and Corporate 

Governance at Deka, explained: 

 

‘It’s quite drastic when a takeover triggers 

such value destruction and reputational 

damage so quickly. There can be no talk of 

a successful takeover any more ... What’s 

startling is that things have effectively 

moved beyond management’s control  

because we’re now at a point where the 

decisions over future development are 

made in court rooms’. 

 

Meanwhile, shareholder advisory firms, 

Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) and 

Glass Lewis, advised their clients not to 

approve the board’s annual performance. 

 

Moreover, 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 largest shareholders, 

Singapore State Investor, Temasek, and 

Norway’s Oil Fund, both declined to 

disclose their voting intentions, as did 

Frankfurt-based asset managers, DWS and Union Investment. 

 

Around €30 billion of Bayer’s market value has been lost since the 1
st

 Roundup ruling, in 

August 2018, which we reported here.  

 

Yesterday, it was publicised that the company’s net profits for Q1 of 2019 had slumped by 

36% to €1.24 billion (£1.07 billion).
13

 

 

Graph: Bayer AG Share Price 

 

 

(Source: Bloomberg) 

 

Non-executive Chairman and ‘driving force’ behind the Monsanto transaction, Werner 

Wenning, maintains that the executive team was correct to pursue the acquisition, 

irrespective of consequential share price fluctuation.  

 

Does a majority of shareholders feel the same way?  

 

In the past, low approval ratings in Germany companies, e.g. Deutsche Bank, have resulted 

in almost instant resignations. Despite the fact that this vote of confidence has no impact 

on Bayer management’s liability, it may open up new positions for executive appointees, 

trigger corporate restructuring and possibly inspire a refined approach for defending US 

litigation. 

 

Meanwhile, the 3
rd

 Monsanto cancer case of Alva and Alberta Pilliod, which we previewed 

in edition 267 (here), is still ongoing in Alameda County Superior Court (Oakland, California). 

It is expected to last into early May 2019.
14

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.blackrock.com/uk
https://www.deka.de/deka-group
https://www.issgovernance.com/
https://www.glasslewis.com/
https://www.temasek.com.sg/en/index.html
https://www.nbim.no/
https://dws.com/en-gb/
https://union-investment.com/legalcheck-com
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/643-243-us-judge-awards-compensation-for-non-hodgkin-s-lymphoma-caused-by-glyphosate-exposure.html
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/830-267-roundup-herbicide-was-a-substantial-factor-in-causing-claimant-s-non-hodgkin-lymphoma-finds-jury
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Should Bayer Expect More Fatal Claims? 

 

Some claimants, including Mr. and Mrs. 

Pilliod, are currently in diffuse large B-cell 

lymphoma (DLBCL) remission. However, 

new research suggests that Bayer is more 

likely to face fatal claims.  

 

In a Montpellier University Hospital study, 

which observed 404 cases of DLBCL, 

clinicians found that those who had been 

exposed to pesticides at work had 

significantly reduced event-free survival 

and overall survival when treated with 

anthracycline-based 

immunochemotherapy. Lead Author, 

Sylvain Lamure, MD, concluded that: 

 

‘... cellular adaptation to damage induced 

by long-term occupational pesticide 

exposure, promoting DNA repair pathways 

and antioxidant defences, hinders 

chemotherapy efficiency’.
15

 

 

Preliminary Results 

Published on Airline 

Employee Brain 

Damage, with Full 

Results to Follow 

 

In a Belgian newspaper (Het Laatste 

Nieuws), earlier this month, it was reported 

that neurophysiologist and psychologist, 

Daniel Dumalin, had started analysing 

brain damage in ‘(ex-) cabin crew 

members and (ex-) pilots’, amid concerns 

of so-called ‘aerotoxic syndrome’.
16

  

 

In the last edition of BC Disease News (here), 

we reported that 94 claimants, including 

relatives of the deceased British Airways (BA) 

pilot, Richard Westgate, were seeking to 

obtain an order for collective case 

management of occupational ‘aerotoxic 

syndrome’ claims, known as the ‘Aircraft 

Cabin Air Litigation’.  

 

Defendant counsel for BA, David Platt QC, 

argued before Senior Master Barbara 

Fontaine, at the High Court, that this 

litigation must be ‘viewed as weak and 

speculative, given that it challenges a 

technical, scientific and industry 

consensus’. 

 

If claimants are to be successful at future 

trials of liability, they will need to prove that 

contaminants in aircraft cabin air cause 

neurotoxic injury – a connection that has 

not been consistently established in 

medical literature to-date (see our 

Collection of Articles for comprehensive 

analysis of what is known about the 

condition). 

 

Nevertheless, Mr. Dumalin’s research may 

add weight to the claimant’s arguments on 

medical causation.  

 

The Belgian scholar has publicly compared 

the current position of the aviation industry 

with the problems that the asbestos and 

tobacco industries faced in the 1960’s and 

1970’s, respectively; they were no-longer 

able to continue ‘playing down the health 

risks’ once the ‘scientific evidence became 

overwhelming’.
17

  

 

It can be inferred, therefore, that Mr. 

Dumalin is a proponent of ‘aerotoxic 

syndrome’. His investigation should 

therefore be observed with a critical eye, 

given the risk of positive bias. 

 

Ultimately, his research looks to measure 

brain damage following ‘repeated 

exposure to low doses of toxins in the air’. 

 

Where previous studies, e.g. Christiansson 

et al. (2008)
18

 and Strid et al (2014)
19

 (these 

were referred to in a European Aviation 

Safety Agency report
20

), used 

biomonitoring techniques, such as blood 

analysis, to measure the health impact of 

aircraft cabin air ingestion, Mr. Dumalin is 

analysing the neurotoxic effects of aircraft 

cabin air by comparing quantitative 

electroencephalograph (QEEG) scans of 

‘(ex-) cabin crew members and (ex-) pilots’ 

against ‘healthy people’.  

 

QEEG scanning can identify the amplitude, 

location and normalcy of brainwaves, as 

well as the coherence (quality of 

communications), phase (thinking speed) 

and network integration of neural pathways 

– all of these factors are crucial for the 

optimal operation of mental functioning.
21

 

 

For completeness, Mr. Dumalin has assured 

that: 

 

‘If a test person had previous MRI- or PET- 

scans ... [he] ... will include those for a 

thorough analysis’. 

 

Based on his preliminary examination of 7 

airline employees, Mr. Dumalin has 

described his findings as ‘remarkable’, as 

each scan has shown evidence of brain 

damage resembling the type of damage 

commonly seen in individuals exposed to 

organophosphates (the alleged exposure 

source in ‘aerotoxic syndrome’ claims). 

 

‘[The damage] relates to damage in brain 

areas that control cognitive processes. This 

causes e.g. concentration disorders, 

memory problems or a hypersensitivity to 

trigger signals. Even more striking is that in 

people who haven’t been flying any more 

for over 10 years, the damage is as evident 

as in people who flew recently’. 

 

Mr. Dumalin considers it to be ‘too early to 

draw conclusions’ from his initial study 

results, but plans to submit another 4 airline 

employees to the same method of 

examination in the coming weeks. In total, 

he is aiming to inspect the neural activity of 

50 individuals: 

 

‘At that point the conclusions would be 

rather solid. And besides, after that one 

could repeat the same research in other 

countries’ 

 

He has further emphasised that a ‘big 

advantage’ of QEEG testing is that it is more 

cost-effective than MRI-research. 

 

‘Thus, in a few years’ time and on a world 

wide scale, we could acquire a large 

number of test persons in a relatively simple 

and cheap way. That would only reinforce 

the evidence’. 

 

We will continue to follow the progress of 

this Belgian study with interest. 

 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/853-270-aircraft-cabin-air-litigation-soon-to-take-off
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/media/A%20Collection%20of%20BC%20Disease%20News%20Articles%20on%20Aerotoxic%20Syndrome.pdf
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However, it is important to highlight that, 

even though this study could show that 

organophosphates are a definitive cause 

of neurotoxicity, it will not pinpoint 

organophosphates as the definitive 

exposure source of ‘aerotoxic syndrome’. 

This preserves the assertion that ‘toxic air 

from the engines enters cabin and cockpit 

via the air conditioning system’ of aircraft 

with ‘bleed-air systems’ as an as-yet 

uncredited association. John Leahy, Chief 

of Operations at Airbus, previously referred 

to the possibility of aircraft cabin 

contaminants as ‘absurd’. 

 

ECHA Opens 

Consultations to Assess 

Workplace Lead and 

Diisocyanate Exposure 

 

We reported, in edition 270 of BC Disease 

News (here), that the European Commission 

had asked the European Chemicals 

Agency (ECHA) to recommend, in support 

of continued reform of the Chemical 

Agents Directive (CAD) 98/24/EC and the 

Carcinogens and Mutagens Directive 

(CMD) 2004/37/EC: 

 Binding time-weighted average 

(TWA) occupational exposure 

limit(s) (OEL); 

 Biological limit value(s) (BLV); and  

 Health surveillance measures 

and/or appropriate notations, 

for lead and its compounds and 

diisocyanates. 

 

Since then, the ECHA has opened two 

consultations, both of which request 

relevant comments and evidence from 

‘interested parties such as companies 

(suppliers, distributors, importers etc.), trade 

associations and any other stakeholders or 

Member State Authorities’:  

 

‘[These calls intend] to gather information 

on uses, exposure, health effects , 

toxicology, epidemiology and modes of 

action on lead and its compounds [and 

diisocyanates]. The information gathered 

will form the basis when drafting the 

scientific report[s]’.
22

 

The ECHA will therefore use the information 

obtained to assess the work-related health 

risks of cumulative exposure.
23

 

 

In the background note, supplementary to 

the consultation on lead and lead 

compounds, the Agency explains that: 

 

‘Lead and lead compounds are harmful to 

human health and are generally classified 

as toxic to reproduction (fertility and 

development) and toxic following 

prolonged and repeated exposure 

(adverse effects on several organs). 

Furthermore, lead compounds are also 

hazardous to the aquatic environment 

(acute and long-term effects)’.
24

  

 

Lead compounds are commonly used: 

 In the production of lead metal 

and its compounds;  

 In the manufacturing processed of 

batteries, ceramics, jewellery, 

glass and pigments; and  

 In the pottery, shipbuilding, 

construction, demolition and 

scrap industries.  

 

By contrast, the Agency’s supplementary 

background note to the consultation on 

diisocyanates does not provide details on 

potential health risks, nor exposure 

sources.
25

 

 

However, the American Chemistry Council 

states that: 

 

‘Diisocyanates are a family of chemical 

building blocks mainly used to make 

polyurethane products, such as rigid and 

flexible foams, coatings, adhesives, 

sealants and elastomers’.
26

 

 

Common types of diisocyanates include: 

 Methylenebis(phenyl isocyanate) 

(MDI);  

 Toluene diisocyanate (TDI);  

 Hexamethylene diisocyanate 

(HDI); 

 Naphthalene diisocyanate (NDI); 

 Methylene bis-

cyclohexylisocyanate 

(HMDI)(hydrogenated MDI); and  

 Isophorone diisocyanate (IPDI).
27

 

 

What is more, the Health and Safety 

Executive (HSE) states that related 

exposures can cause: 

 Irritation of the eyes, nose and 

throat; 

 Dermatitis; and  

 Occupational asthma (more 

significant risk for sprayers).
28

 

 

Both consultations close on 30 June 2019, 

after which the ECHA’s Risk Assessment 

Committee (RAC) will develop its opinion, 

share it with the Commission [to inform the 

Advisory Committee on Safety and Health 

at Work (ACSH)] and publish it on the ECHA 

website. 

 

The Current UK Position 

 

According to EH40/2005, the following 

British workplace exposure limits (WEL) and 

biological monitoring guidance values 

(BMGV) are set, in conjunction with the 

Control of Substances Hazardous to Health 

(COSHH) Regulations 2002: 

 The WELs for all isocyanates, 

except MDI, are ‘0.02 mg/m
3

’  

(long-term 8-hour TWA) and ‘0.07 

mg/m
3

’ (short-term 15-minute 

period); 

 The WEL for MDI is ‘0.02 ppm’; and  

 The BMGV for HDI, IPDI, TDI and MDI 

is ‘1 μmol isocyanate-derived 

diamine/mol creatinine in urine’, 

sampled at the end of the 

exposure period.
29

 

 

Elsewhere, current UK exposure limits for 

occupational lead exposure are instituted 

by Regulation 2(1) of The Control of Lead at 

Work Regulations 2002, in which: 

 The OEL for lead, other than lead 

alkyls (tetraethyl lead or 

tetramethyl lead), is 0.15 mg/m
3

;  

 The OEL for lead alkyls, is 0.10 

mg/m
3

; while 

 The action levels for lead exposure 

are blood-lead concentrations of 

25 μg/dl (for women of a 

reproductive capacity), 40 μg/dl 

(for persons under the age of 18 

and women not of reproductive 

capacity) and 50 μg/dl (for all 

other employees). 

 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/856-270-european-parliament-adopts-compromise-amendment-on-cadmium-in-3rd-revision-of-the-carcinogens-and-mutagens-directive
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:31998L0024&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:31998L0024&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02004L0037-20180116&from=EN
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Can Physical Activity 

Offset Sitting-Associated 

Health Risks? 

 

In March (here), we reported on an 

economic impact study of the National 

Health Service (NHS), which identified the 

extent to which physical inactivity is 

associated with adverse health outcomes, 

such as cancer and cardiovascular 

disease (CVD). Indeed, it was calculated 

that in 2016/17, 70,000 deaths could have 

been avoided, but for sedentary 

behaviour. This led some experts, quoted in 

a Daily Mail article, to characterise sitting 

as ‘the new smoking’.
30

 

 

Having reviewed the accuracy of the Daily 

Mail’s reporting, the NHS remarked:   

 

‘Though it is likely that prolonged inactivity 

is bad for our health, we do not know from 

this study how much physical activity we 

need to offset the hours we spend sitting. A 

few extra minutes, or even an hour, spent 

standing is unlikely to have the same 

benefits as regular physical exercise’.
31

 

 

Earlier this week, in the Journal of the 

American College of Cardiology,
32

 new 

study findings revealed that 150 minutes of 

moderate exercise per week, or 

alternatively, 75 minutes of vigorous 

exercise per week, can eliminate the 

association between sedentary behaviour 

and all-cause mortality risk.
33

 

 

The purpose behind the University of 

Sydney’s research was to consider the 

mortality risks associated with a lack of 

physical activity and excessive sitting. 

Further, it sought to measure the 

advantages and disadvantages of 

replacing sitting with standing, physical 

activity and sleep. 

 

Around 150,000 Australian men and 

women, over 45-years-old, participated in 

the study. 

 

They were instructed to complete a 

questionnaire, which asked how much time 

they spent sitting, standing, sleeping (per 

day) and walking or participating in moderate or vigorous physical activity (per week). 

 

After 8.9 years and 7.4 years, respectively, the researchers followed up on the study 

participants by assessing all-cause and CVD mortality. 

 

Higher mortality risks (all-cause and CVD) were most commonly observed in those who sat 

for more than 6 hours per day and did not satisfy the recommended Australian physical 

activity level (150-299 minutes per week). 

 

Those who met the lowest requirement for physical activity, i.e. 150 minutes per week, were 

able to eliminate the association with all-cause mortality risk, unless they sat for more than 

8 hours per day. 

 

The risk remained substantially elevated in those who were active for 1-149 minutes, but sat 

for just 4 hours per day. 

 

‘In the absence of some physical activity, merely reducing sitting times may be insufficient 

for better health’, said lead study author and Professor of Physical Activity, Lifestyle and 

Population Health, Emmanuel Stamatakis, PhD 

 

What is more, given that standing also yielded an insufficient reduction in risk, he advised 

that: 

 

‘... substituting sitting for brisk walk ing  may be a better option that is feasible by a majority 

of adults’. 

 

In the Health and Safety Executive’s (HSE) Seating at Work Guide, it emphasises the 

importance of employees being allowed to move around after sitting or standing for long 

periods. Is it only a matter of time until the HSE proposes that employers should be 

encouraging more regular and more strenuous activity during breaks from seated and 

standing positions? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/840-268-nhs-burden-of-prolonged-sitting-calculated
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pUbns/priced/hsg57.pdf
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Feature: 

Court of Appeal Upholds Ruling on Violist’s ‘Acoustic Shock’: Goldscheider v 

The Royal Opera House Covent Garden Foundation [2019] EWCA Civ 711 

 

‘... lowering noise levels is an enormous challenge for an industry whose purpose is the creation of sound for pleasure. Orch estral sound is 

not an unwanted secondary by-product of a primary process but the product itself. The difficulty for the ROH as opposed to orchestras  

which perform on the concert platform is that the latter have considerably more options for spacing sections widely apart and  for using 

risers to allow vertical separation between the sections which assist in lowering noise levels. These are impractical in the pit due to space 

constraints.’ 

 

INRODUCTION 

 

Earlier than expected, on 17 April 2019, Court of Appeal judgment was handed down in the case of Goldscheider v The Royal Opera 

House Covent Garden Foundation [2019] EWCA Civ 711. Judgment was reserved for just 1 month. 

 

Goldscheider centred around ‘acoustic shock’, a medical condition which was allegedly caused by injurious noise exposure during a 

rehearsal of Wagner’s Ring Cycle (Der Ring der Nibelungen), at the Royal Opera House (ROH).  

 

The claimant violist, in this case, was the first known musician to seek damages for ‘acoustic shock’ from its employer, with claimants in 

earlier case authorities having been exposed to electronically generated white noise through earpieces or telephone speakers. 

 

Clinicians at the Royal National Throat, Nose and Ear Hospital advised the claimant not to play professionally again to prevent the onset 

or exacerbation of symptoms. His employment at the ROH ended in July 2014. 

 

BACKGROUND TO ACOUSTIC SHOCK 

 

‘Acoustic shock’ is caused by an ‘acoustic incident’, i.e. exposure to a high intensity, unexpected, short cluster of noise exposure. Noise of 

this kind is able to bypass middle ear muscles (the stapedius reflex) and reach the inner ear. In a vestigial, innate response to the threat 

of potential injury (‘acoustic startle’), the body produces toxic metabolites, which can induce symptoms of deafness, pain, tinnitus and 

dizziness. 

 

Figure: The Middle Ear 

 

 

(Source: Wikimedia Commons) 
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WAGNER AND THE ROYAL OPERA HOUSE PIT CONFIGURATION 

 

Compared to a modern symphony orchestra, a Wagnerian orchestra is vastly increased in size, ‘with the wind section notably expanded 

by the inclusion of new instruments such as “Wagner” tubas and  rare instruments such as the bass trumpet’.
34

 

 

The Ring Cycle consists of 4 operas (Das Rheingold, Die Walküre, Siegfried and Götterdämmerung).  

 

BBC’s MUSICIANS’ GUIDE TO NOISE AND HEARING – PART II: TOOLKIT FOR MANAGERS publication explains the advantages and disadvantages 

of proximity between orchestral members. 

 

‘Single vs. double ranking the brass: ideally the trumpets and trombones should be in a straight line as it is preferable to have more space 

in front; if there is limited space (and if risers permit it) a curved line can help to increase lateral space. On the other hand if there is too 

much space the brass ensemble suffers and it increases the number of string players in the firing line’ . 

 

Single Ranking Brass Configuration (less lateral space, but more space between strings): 

 

 

 

Double Ranking Brass Configuration (more lateral space, but less space between strings): 

 

 

 

In the ROH’s Ring Cycle production, in 2012, there were 4 trumpets, 4 trombones, 9 French horns and 1 tuba – 18 brass instruments in an 

orchestra of 96 players, plus 1 conductor. The violists were positioned immediately in front of the brass section, with ‘hardly any space’ 

between them. This meant that the violists at the last (furthest back) desk were ‘in the firing line’ of 4 trumpeters, including the principal 

(loudest) trumpeter. 

 

Although the claimant had previously played in the ROH's Ring Cycle production in 2005 and 2007, the layout of the orchestral pit was not 

how he had anticipated. 

 

 

 

 

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/safety/documents/safety-guides/audio-and-music/Safety-Musician_noise_guide_Part_II.pdf
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NOISE PROTECTION AND THE ALLEGED EXPOSURE INCIDENT 

 

The claimant had been provided with custom moulded 9 dB earplugs, in 2002, which were fitted by a specialist i n Harley Street. 28 dB 

foam earplugs were also available to the claimant when required. In addition, the ROH trained and educated the claimant about  the 

potential dangers of excessive noise exposure, from August 2005 onwards, as documented in his personnel  file. 

 

Normally, the 9 dB earplugs did not offer the claimant sufficient protection when the music was very loud, while the 28dB earplugs made 

it difficult to for him hear his own instrument, let alone the others.  

 

Within 3 seconds of Die Walküre rehearsal commencement, on the morning of 1 September 2012, the claimant switched to the 28 dB 

earplugs, after having realised that the 9 dB earplugs did not provide effective protection. 

 

The bell of the principal trumpeter’s instrument was in very close proximity to the claimant’s right ear and playing a musical score that he 

was not prepared for and ‘different to anything he had previously experienced’. The noise exposure was still ‘overwhelming’, even with 

protection: 

 

‘It was excruciatingly loud and painful’. 

 

Succeeding the morning rehearsal, the ROH Operations Manager was warned by a violist that the noise levels were too high and an 

incident investigation was opened. Dose meters recorded noise levels in the afternoon session. 

 

After having consulted the conductor and the viola and trumpet sections, the decision was made, on 3 September, to rearrange the 

orchestral pit by extending the distance between the brass and viola sections by 1 metre and reallocate the remaining brass p layers to 

another part of the pit. Dose meter measurements ‘significantly decreased’, although the ROH attributed this to the fact that ‘the conductor 

was rehearsing less noisy sections of the opera and it was a stop-start rehearsal’.  

 

A comparison of the noise levels pre- and post- re-arrangement can be observed in the table below: 
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THE COURT OF APPEAL ON BREACH OF DUTY 

 

At the High Court,
35

 (we reported on the decision here and here) the claimant pleaded that the defendant employer was in breach of the 

Control of Noise at Work Regulations 2005. 

 

Regulation 6 

 

 

 

Given that the claimant’s daily noise dose was above the upper exposure action value (UEAV) [85 dB(A) Lep,d], the defendant w as obliged, 

under Regulation 6, to reduce noise exposure as far as was ‘reasonably practicable’, by employing a ‘programme of organisational and 

technical measures (excluding the provision of personal hearing protectors)’ . 

 

Mrs. Justice Nicola Davies, at the court below, acknowledged that the defendant could not eliminate the risk of noise exposure, while the 

defendant contended that playing quieter would have ‘unreasonably compromised the artistic output of the orchestra’ .  

 

However, she found that the defendant had not followed the HSE publication: Sound Advice: Control of Noise at Work in Music and 

Entertainment (2008), which recommended that orchestras play quieter at rehearsals; nor had it heeded the ‘single vs double ranking of 

brass’ issue (described above); nor had it obtained live time readings; nor had it introduced measures other than the provision of hearing 

protectors, to be used at the players’ discretion. 

 

The defendant was therefore in breach of Regulations 6(a) and 6(b): 

 

‘However laudable the aim to maintain the highest artistic standards it cannot compromise the standard of care which the ROH as an 

employer has to protect the health and safety of its employees when at their workplace’ . 

 

On appeal, Lord Justice McCombe and Lord Justice Bean considered that the defendant ‘fell well short of establishing the defence at the 

trial’, referring to the table (above) as the ‘most damning single piece of evidence’. 

 

In order to surpass the hurdle of Regulation 6, the judges gave examples of how the defendant could have discharged its duty:  

1. By showing that ‘a level of 91-92dB(A) is regularly reached in public performances of Wagner operas at the ROH whatever the 

configuration of the pit, whatever the number of brass instruments used and whoever is conducting’ . 

2. By showing that ‘to keep within the upper EAV would mean that Wagner could not be performed at all at the ROH, or that his works 

could be performed only in a way which would compromise artistic standards to an unacceptable extent’ . 

3. By showing that ‘the only way in which the rehearsals could have been scheduled is on the basis of six hours rehearsal per day 

on consecutive days, with no consideration being given to whether it was essential for the loudest passages to be played again 

and again throughout the day at full volume’. 

 

It was pivotal to the Court of Appeal ruling that the orchestra was re-configured and that there was no evidence to suggest that there had 

been ‘an unacceptable reduction (or indeed any reduction at all) in the artistic standards of the Ring Cycle when it came to be performed 

in public’, as a direct consequence. 

 

The Defendant was a ‘long way’ away from proving that the Wagner repertoire would have to be entirely abandoned by taking 

precautionary measures. Section 1 of the Compensation Act 2006 did not apply. 

 

 

https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/494-225-acoustic-shock-goldscheider-v-the-royal-opera-house-covent-garden-foundation-2018-ewhc-687-qb%5D
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/502-226-acoustic-shock-an-update.html
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2005/1093/pdfs/uksi_20051093_en.pdf
http://www.afterhourslive.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Sound-Advice.pdf
http://www.afterhourslive.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Sound-Advice.pdf
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The fact that it was not reasonably foreseeable for noise exposure, at the levels recorded, to lead to sudden injury, was also seen to be 

‘irrelevant’.   

 

Regulation 7  

 

 

 

Since the claimant’s daily noise dose was above the UEAV, it was necessary for the defendant to ensure that the noisy area (the pit) was 

designated a Hearing Protection Zone (HPZ) and also ensure that the wearing of hearing protection was both mandatory and enfo rced, 

‘as far as was reasonably practicable’. 

 

The defendant, at the High Court, was unsuccessful in arguing that, because the noisy area was inside an opera house and not a factory, 

it was exempt: 

 

‘The Regulations recognise no distinction as between a factory and an opera house. As at the date of the claimant's accident a breach 

of the 2005 Regulations provided a basis for a claim in civil liability. Breaches of Regulation 7(3)(a) and (b) are directly relevant to the 

instruction given to employees for the wearing of personal hearing protectors in the orchestra pit’ .  

 

The Court of Appeal, on breach of Regulation 7, agreed with Davies J, at 1
st

 instance, that there should have been a HPZ designation, 

with the appropriate signage. 

 

However, in regards to the defendant’s alleged breach for failing to stringently enforce hearing protection  100% of the time, the appeal 

judges disagreed with the claimant’s submission: 

 

‘We do not agree with the judge's apparent conclusion that Regulation 7(3) is to be interpreted in the absolutist way put forward by Mr 

Huckle, at least in its application to the playing of classical music and opera. "Reasonably practicable" is not the same as "physically 

practicable"’.  

 

In support of their exceptional reasoning, McCombe LJ and Bean LJ made reference to ‘the phenomenon of occlusion caused by blowing 

into an instrument while wearing earplugs’, which was prevalent in brass players and would often make wearing hearing protection 

‘unbearable’.  

 

As such, the ‘collaborative and cooperative’ approach that the defendant had employed, with respect to hearing protection, satisfied 

the ‘reasonably practicable’ threshold. Flexible enforcement did not amount to non-compliance in this context. 

 

Regulation 5 

 

 

 

Regulation 5 was only covered briefly by the appeal judges, as the majority of the discussion on the quality of the ROH Opera tions 

Manager’s risk assessment overlapped with duties encompassed with in Regulations 6 and 7. However, as an additional observation, they 

noted that: 

 

‘... there was a breach in that the risk assessment undertaken before rehearsals began did not include specific consideration  of the 

expected level, type and duration of exposure including peak sound pressure; and there was no review of the risk assessment as the 

rehearsals went on’. 

 

Thus, the Court of Appeal concluded that the defendant was in breach of its duty imposed by the 2005 Regulations.  
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THE COURT OF APPEAL ON CAUSATION 

 

Having upheld the High Court’s determination on breach, it was necessary for the appeal court to consider whether it had erred in finding 

that the defendant’s breach had caused the claimant’s injury. 

 

The claimant’s audiometry, post-incident, demonstrated high frequency hearing loss in the right ear. According to Mr Worthington, the 

consultant engineer, noise funnelled from a brass instrument is ‘highly directional’ and of ‘high frequency’. 

 

Mr Parker, instructed on behalf of the claimant, produced a diagnosis of ‘acoustic shock’. Whereas, Mr Jones, instructed by the defendant, 

diagnosed Meniere's syndrome or endolymphatic hydrops. 

 

On this issue, McCombe LJ and Bean LJ highlighted that neither medical expert was able to say that the claimant met ‘precisely all the 

customary criteria’ for their respective diagnoses. 

 

Davies J preferred the evidence of Mr Parker and his diagnosis of so-called ‘acoustic shock’, despite the fact that ‘the concept of acoustic 

shock was relatively new’ to the medical sphere and the music industry.  

 

Nevertheless, the High Court judge did not favour the claimant’s medical expert without reason:  

 

‘There was obviously material evidence, albeit developing, that such a condition existed’ . 

 

On this basis, the Court of Appeal conceded: 

 

‘In our judgment, the judge was entitled to reach the conclusions that she did as to the medical outcome of this sound exposu re 

experienced by the respondent and her reasons for so doing are not capable of being sensibly undermined on this appea l’. 

 

Full text judgment can be accessed here. 

 

IMPACT OF THE DECISION 

 

But for the court’s admission that ‘reasonable practicability’, when enforcing hearing protection in opera houses, should not be interpreted 

in an ‘absolutist way’, the Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal by consistently agreeing with the ratio of Davies J, at 1
st

 instance. 

 

In short, the defendant did not reduce noise exposure, so far as was ‘reasonably practicable’, and was only able to defend breach on 

the risk of unreasonably compromising ‘artistic standards’ on an ‘all or nothing’ basis. The Court considered that rehearsals could have 

been quieter and, indeed, should have been. 

 

Moreover, the opera house pit was no different from a noisy section within a factory – it should have been designated a HPZ. 

 

Most importantly, in an attempt to quell industrial concern over the ‘likely wider ramifications’ of upholding the High Court judgment, Sir 

Brian Leveson (the 3
rd

 judge sitting) explained that Goldscheider would not have a ‘cataclysmic’ effect on ‘all music making in the UK’.  

 

This was an issue, he assured, that was individual to the ‘overhang and ... limited room’ of the ROH – limitations that were fixed ‘within a 

matter of days’: 

 

‘... it is not surprising that this claim succeeded ... the problems identified ... were all foreseeable and reasonably preventable’ . 

 

We last reported (here) that the losing party was likely to make an application for permission to appeal to the Supreme Court. Since 

judgment was handed down, the probability of a subsequent appeal has decreased. 

 

If there is no appeal, then the Court of Appeal judgment serves as a useful reminder that: 

 

‘... the risk of injury through noise is not removed if the noise – in the form of music – is the deliberate and desired objective rather than an 

unwanted by-product (as would be the case in relation to the use of pneumatic machinery)’. 

 

https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2019/711.html
https://www.bc-legal.co.uk/bcdn/835-268-court-of-appeal-judgment-reserved-in-acoustic-shock-appeal
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Disclaimer  

 

This newsletter does not present a complete or 

comprehensive statement of the law, nor does it 

constitute legal advice. It is intended only to 

provide an update on issues that may be of 

interest to those handling occupational disease 

claims. Specialist legal advice should always be 

sought in any particular case.  
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